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GM's new EV1 slipping quietly into Industry Career Day
by Casey Morriss

-

Engineas,

-

yball club
9

Hall)

The car has an "alarm clock" that
will automatically acti vate its heating or
airconditioning system so that it will be
Students attending the Industry a pleasant temperature when the driver
Career Day tomorrow will have a special
is ready to go. In fact, when it is time to
treat awaiting them. General Motors, go, the dri ver wi II find that starting the
one of the companies recruiting UMR caris a unique experience in and of itself.
students, will have its new battery OPe _
In place of a key, the driver starts
erated car, the EVI, on display.
the car by punching in a number, like
The EV I has several features that entering a password when you start
people, particularly students at a tech- yo ur computer. Once the car is started,
nological university, may find interest- some rt)ore'ofits features become apparing.
ent.
Upon first looking at the car, it's
The windshield is specially dehard to miss its aerodynamic design. In signed to keep out solar heat on sunny
fact, the aerodynamic drag coefficient of days. On cooler days the windshield
the EV I is 0.19 which is 25% lower than heats up to help keep mist and snow off.
any other production car.
The fact that the car is powered by
This ability to slip through the air 26 batteries rather than a conventional
with minimum drag force is important in engine provides for a very quiet ride with
the effort to minimize the energy re- zero emissions. Because of the relative
quirements ofthe car. Even the antenna quietness of operation, the car has spewould cause a detrimental amount of cial features to make it more visible to
drag, so the EV I 's antenna is embedded people around it.
in the roof of the car.
The EV I has a pedestrian warning
Anotherfeature ofthe car's body is system that makes a noise and flashes
its construCtion. The body is not made the headlights when activated by the
out of steel. This noi only reduces the driver. The warning sounds automatiweight ofthe car, which in tum decreases cally when the car backs up. Thecar also its energy requirements; but it also makes has daytime running lights that are lit
the car dent-resistant and rust proof.
whenever the car is on.
Also, much of the body is held
Another interesting piece oftechtogether with "strucTUral adhesivebond- no logy found in EV I is regenerative
ing" like that used in jet ai rcraft.
braking. This is a system that converts
As a battery operated vehicle, the the forward motion of the car into elecunique features of the EV I obviously trical energy using the motor itself as a
extend beyond the body.
generator. This energy is then used to

Staff Writer

GM's sleek and stealthy EV1 which will be on display at the Industry Career Day on Thursday.
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Air Force celebrates 50th Anniversary
by Mike Weber
Staff Writer
On September 18, 1947, the National Security Act was signed creating
our nation 's Air Force. Since that date,
the Air Force has served our country in
peacetime and war
with over 560,000
personnel and the
most advanced technology on earth. All
year long, this 50th
anniversary has
been celebrated with
countless ceremonies, air shows and
other events.
One of the
most notable events
to celebrate the anniversary was the
Daytona 500 in February. A four ship
fl y-over of F-16s
from the 4 82 nd
Fighter
Wing
marked the start of
the race.
The race was
finished with checkered flags that had
flown on the Space Shuttle Atlantis in
January. The flags were presented to

race officials by Air Force Staff General
Ronald R. Fogleman. Following this
pre-race ceremony, Fogleman made two
laps around the track in the official pace
car.
The culmination of this year-long
celebration came on September 18 in
Washington D.C.
Several ceremonies
were held all over
the nation's capital
to honor the Air
Force 's first 50
years.
A new postage
stamp wasunvei led
that features the Air
Force's
Thunderbirds aerial
precision fl y in g
team. A wreath ceremony was also
held at the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier by Air Force
cadets and officials.
This was follo wed
by another ceremony at the future
site of the Air Force Memorial.
Locally the UMRAirForce ROTC
has recognized the 50th anniversary and
is planning several special activities for

photo courtesy of the Career Opportunities Center

partially recharge the batteries during
braking.
More information about the new
versity said, "If they cannot see the
EV I can be found on the internet at http:! _b-.:y_B_'_
ia_n_
M_c_B_'_i_d_e_____
door, they are not close enough."
!www.gmev.comlindex.htrn. orcheckout Staff Writer
TSU went as far as to havea forum
first hand at OM's stand at the Industry
You are 10 minutes late. Theworst on parking last spring where students
Career Fair tomorrow.
th understorm in 56 years is threateni ng could ex press their opin ions. Park ing
for over 6000 students and 1500 faculty
to pick yo ur car up and wash you away.
and staff consists of2500 parking spots.
And you left your umbrella at home.
The TSU parking office has sold about
It is 40 degrees out and you are
its cadets.
Former astronaut and Commander wearing a T-shir. and a pair of shorts 4500 parking stickers.
UMR, being sl ightl y smaller has,
of the Air Force ROTC Detachment at because the TV weatherperson said it
UMR, Tom Akers said, " Here at De- was going to be 70 degrees and sunny. just over 1500 parking spaces, not intachment 442 we're proud to be a part Pulling into the parking lot, yo u are cluding the Multi-Purpose Building parkofagreat organization with such a splen- hoping to find a close spot so you do not ing lot, to appease about 5000 students
catch pneumonia .. So you look and you and 1000 faculty and staff.
did 50 year history.
The UMR Police Department
"Of course, our job in ROTC is to look. Pretty soon
~
reports having sold
recruit and train future leaders, and ifmy you are somewhere
/
1609 permits with
current cadets are any example, we've in Crawford County .
been sending them the best second lieu- in· a cow pasture.
/
~ 6·83 people on a waitinglist.
tenants in the Air Force."
These
are
In stark contrast
This celebration is especially rel- rather surreal situato UMR is the main
evant to UMR when one notes the tion s, but iss ues
·campus to the Uniintegral role that engineers have played about parking on
versity of Mlssoun.
in the success of the Air Force.
campus are both peAt the University of
"This anniversary special is a cel- rennial at UMR and
/
Missouri-Columbia,
ebration of history and technology. For universal across the
parking isnota laughover 50 years, the United States has co untry. Everyingmatter.
truly become the leader in aerospace body has his or her
.UMC repo rt s
technology. This 50th anni versarycel- complaints about
having 23 ,000 stuSome
ebration is geared to highlight these as- parking .
pects and allow the general public a people say there is not enough permit dents, 17,000 faculty and staffand onl y
18,000 parking_spaces. Some of the
closer look at the people, technology parking. Others say there should be
and equipment of the United States Air more meter parking for the occasional parking they do have is as far as two
Force," Cadet 3rd Class Daniel Wester user of campus parking lots. At any rate, miles from campus. There are shuttle
said.
mostwouldagreethatthereis not enough. buses that carry over 6000 passengers a
Truly this anniversary isarecogniIt seems there is never enough. And day to and from campus.
To help ease the problems, the
tionnotonlyofmilitary successbutalso even if there is enough, there certainly
of technological achievement. Accord- are not enough spots close to campus. students have agreed to add a seven
ingly, UMR students can take pride this These fee lings are not isolated to UMR dollar fee to their tuition to pay for an
1800 car garage right in the middle of
celebration not only as patriotic Ameri- alone. AsCliff Presley from theparking
cans, but also as skilled engineers.
and traffi c office at Truman State Un i- campus.

Parking, a growing campus issue
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Want answers from the expeds?' Try 'Rec:ruiter;s. R.Oundtable
•
Calling all poets. storytellers and word aritists! The Association for Black Students is
sponsoring an open mic session,
"Poetry Under the Stars,'~ tomorrow at 9 p.m. at the Puck.
If you read or write poetry,
or just want to listen, come join
us.
Ifyou are looking for something more upbeat, come and get
your groove on at "Reggae
Groove '97." Beta Sigma Psi,
Student Council and the Association of Black Students are
bringihgthe band Reggae At Will
down from St. Louis. The party .
will be atBetaSigmaPsi, Friday,
September26at5p.m. Free food
will be served.
•
UMR LIbrary staff are in
the process of identifying materials for which access within 2448 hours is acceptable and which
meet proposed criteria for storage in tbe UM LIbraries' Depository in Columbia.
An important part of the
selection process is a final review '
of proposed items by the
campus community. As selected
volumes are retrieved from the
shelves, they will be available for
review for a limited time. With
valid reasons and in reasonable
numbers, adecision to store may
be re·/ersed.
All students, faculty and
staff are invited to participate in
the review process.
Monographs in the following call number ranges are currently available for review: PR
403 - PR 9999 English Literature
(reI':Wnder).
Volumes selected from this
subject area may be reviewed
today in room 203, Library, from
between 8a.m. and 5p.m.
For information contact
Jean S. Eisenman at ext 40 II or
e-mail at j se@umr .edu.

The roundtable event will be held
might be interested in the Recruiter's .
"Roimdtable which is sp<!nsOred by the tonigbt at 'Z ::30·p.m. in Centennial Hall,
~ qpportUnities Center.
U¢-~. tlu,t:e isno si~-up required.
T(iis is th~ secpn4 year the €OC
;Co!np!myprof~ionalsfrc1!f1Gen
has hosted,the
Im'agine: Out of'the dozen com- ' eJ1I1 Motors, 3Mi
Rec;'fU iter's
~i~ lo,Vith whom you have, inter- AnderSen ConRoundtable.
and
viewed, die one company ·that you sulting
year was
want to work for the m6st offers you Hughes InfoJ'trlB-.
ajob atyourdream iocation. 'Theonly tion'System); will
pro):l\em is that their salary offCl' is the answer queStions
loweSt of ~ the cOmpanies that have regarding inter- '
off'ered you"el11ployniCnL What can viewing, dealing
YQU do? Can you ask themforahigher wiIIi~esin
srJary? ~.
•
.
sori1etimesawkward situatiOl,1SorWbatIf you have th~ .~rob\em, yqu e~~'elseison~elnindofajo~h~~.:

wt

guy" so manY~

Unity Day celebrates campuswide harmony today
by Keith Missey
AsslBfllntNews Editor
Today has been declared the University of Missouri - Rolla's annual
Unity Day celebration where students
and faculty show their support of campus unity.
Unity Day is an event sponsored
by the UMR COmmittee of Campus
Environment with involvement from

various other campuswide committees
and student organizations. Students
and faculty who wish to show their
support of campus unity are encouraged to pick 4P a ribbon displaying
UMR's colors, blue and gold.
Anyone wearing one ofthe ribbons
and having a lunch ticket today will
receive a free lunch, compliments of
Chancellor John T. Park. From 11 :30
. a.m. to I :30 p.m., Marriott Dining Ser-

vice will provide the lunch at the campus
mall north of the University CenterWest. Ribbons and luncheon tickets will
be available beginn~g this morning.

Also on Unity Day, flutist Galen
Abdur-Razzaqwill perforrnat6p.m. in- .
Leach Theatre of UMR's Castleman
Hall. The concert is free tci the public.

Army ROTC Run/Walk for your life
by Carls M. Roth
AnnyROTC
The Army ROTC Stonehenge
Battallion and Phelps County Medical
Center sponsored the eigth annual "RunJ
Walk for your Life." This 5K race
benefits the Rolla Area United Way.
The race was held on Saturday, September 6 and drew over 220 participants.
The race involved 14 separate age
divisions and each category awarded a
first and a second place medal. The top
overall male was Bill Goble and the top
overall female was Becky Lorey. Both
runners reCeived a trophy for their
outstanding efforts.
The first 100 participants to arrive
and register were given souvenir race tshirts. There was also a raffle at the
conclusion of the race. The winner
receicved a Diamondback Mountain
Bike courtesy of Route 66 Bicycle Shop

in Rolla. Othersmallerprizes were also
givenoutduringtheraffleincluding free
pizzas from Pizza Hut and free movie
rental certificates from Adventurtime
Video.
This year the race was also incorporated into UMR Greek Week. Many
ofthe fraternities and sorotities participated to obtain Greek Week points and
showtheircommmunity support. With
the growing involvement ofthe community and campus, the proceeds from the
race tripled form last year.
UMR Army ROTC and Phelps
COunty Medical Center are pleased to
announce that a check for over $1000
will bedontated totheRollaArea United
Way.
UMR Army ROTC and Phelps
COunty Medical Centerwouldalso like
to thank everyone that donated their
time, money and energy to help make
this race successful.
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Opinions
Letter To The Editor
Though I'm a little late in writ- and ask if I would keep an eye on their ness. And he was told that. But he
ing this letter, I would like to com- kid when they came to watch the live never let up, so he was asked to stay
ment on some of the issues brought bands, because even though they were away. Not because he was gay, but
up surrounding the open hand. Let old enough to get in, they were afraid • because the bar lost about $200 a night
me introduce myself. I' m the "bald someone might mess with them. Many every time he came in.
. As far as the owners go, let me tell
guy" so many people have com- times I kicked people out because their
men ted about. My name is Frank, sole reason of being there was the ha- yo u something they showed more
and I' m a Marine instructor up at rass and even jump some of the people intesinal [sic] fortitude than anyone in
Fort Wood.
that came in. Yeah, that' s right they thi s town. We all know this to wn does
Let me first say that I cannot came in specifically to j ump some of not like change. It was named the Open
Hand because everyone was weldictate what someone can say or do.
the gay people that came in.
As far as that certain individual who comed, everyone! It was the only place
I cannot dictate ho w someone
chooses to live their lifestyle, but ' was asked to not come back, here's the where anyth ing ab normal was the
when you bring different kinds of . story on that. Like I said, yeah there are norm. Be it the hard music, or the
people together where alcohol is . people who don 't feel the same as oth- Freaker's Ball. From slam dancing to
being served, unfortunately there ers when it comes to being gay, and if Singled Out contest'
Yes the Open Hand defin itely
are going to be problems some- you knew him, when he got up on the
pushed [the] envelope, and fortheeight
times, and someone is needed to dance floor,'it ·seems he had to use the
keep the peace so that everyone can whole damn floor as his stage. People months it was open I'm proud to say
didn't leave the bar because he was gay, there was only one fight the entire time.
have a good time.
Thisasyouall knew was my job.
the left because they wanted to dance, That's right one fight! Yeah, we kicked
As far as the gay issue goes, I can . and never left any room for them. As alot [sic] of people out, but it was becare less wheat type ofli festyle you soon as the music started he never sat cause we were able to identi fy the problem before it happened.
lead. Many times People referred to down until five minutes before closing.
me as a skinhead! The only reason,
Many times hewas asked toat least wait
When people came in their on ly job
and I mean the only reason I shave awh ile so other people would get up was to have a good time, and it was my
my head is because $5 a week add
there and have a chance, but he kept on job to make sure that happened. And
up, so I cut it myself. Anyone who insisti ng that they were only leaving the way we did it was becoming friends
knew me would tell you that I was cause he was gay. Now when you've with everyone. Yo u know why you
probably the nicest guy in there. got 20-30 people leaving in less than an girls didn ' t come and tell me this guy or
Many times parents would call me hour, your damn right that hurts busi- that guy grab bed yo u, because we al-

ay
Galen

P·ntin.
tleman '
lublic.

really just wanted to dance, and all
of a sudden we' re all a bunch of
insec ure, h omophobic drunk
skinheads.
As far as the Marines getting
dru nk in there when they weren't
working, where were you when the
Gul f War was going on, where were
you when Samalia [sic] was taking j
place, where were you when the '
invasion of Haiti' was going, or
when some of my fellow Marines
were standing on the fenceline in
Cuba. I think we've earned the right
to tic one on every now and then.
As far as the Open Hand goes
I'm sorry it closed. It was the only ,
place that made any attempt to bring!
so many different kinds of people
together under one roof and hope
they can all get along. There's only
one other person I know that tried to
do that, and they killed him.
So you can take all your bad
memories and do what ever you
want with them, me I' think I'm
gonna go call the best memory I'll
have taken from this place and drink
a beer wi th hi m. Thanx limbob,
next one's on me!
Frank Rivera

- - - - - - Letter To The Editor- - - - - - - Credit where credit is due
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ready knew who he was, and he was
gone before he did anything. Know
wh y there were no fi ghts, cause we
knew who needed to get cut off before
he got too rowdy. Know whf no gay
person got j umped when they left, because the bouncers knew who these
people were, and kicked them out hours
before closing. Know what the bartender was talking about when you
weren't gettirig served, he was telling
what he overheard in a conversation
about these two guys that were gonna
try and get this girl really drunk and
take her home. She went home in a cab
and these two guys had to find a new
place to hang out!
I can go on and on abo ut situations
you never knew were happening. But
what's the use. You've all got your
opinions, and most of it's hear-say! If
youTeally knew what our make up was,
you'd understand that the Open Hand
provided a service that Rolla is never
going to see again for a long time. It's
a great place as long as your fake l.D.
gets over, or because of yo ur lifestyle.
It's the only place you can go, but get
caught dri nki ng underage, or be asked
to hold off o'n a few dances because
believe it or not these other people

Whars in a name? Sometimes,
quite a iot.
I'm quite aware I'm a graduate of
the University of Missouri because
that's printed on my diploma. Otherwise, I would have forgotten years
ago, because in over 40 years of professional life I've never had an employer or prospective employer express the slightest interest in my
having graduated from the University, but those same employers or
prospective employers always expressed an interest in the OTHER
institutional name that's on my diploma.
.
As an undergraduate I never attended a class on the Columbia campus nor did I ever attend Tiger sports
event. I'm not complaining. Today,
although I live in Columbia, I only
visit the Columbia campus to attend
a musical or stage play or to assist in
proctoring the national ABET "Fundamentals of Engineering" examination.
My real alma mater is more than
125 years old, which is older than
University of Chicago, Stanford or
USC. We've had our own alumni
association for many years. Myalma
mater was the first college or university, public or private, to win the
Governor's Missouri Quality Award
for excellence in education. Oneofour
recent chancellors is now President of
Iowa State University. B'y any standard, the type and quality of oncampus research in top drawer. Our
sports programs are NCAA Division

II, in part because of the tradition that differences are no greater than the
our athletes must be students first.
very real differences between UMR
However, the past two years our men's an<!UMC.
The full nameS oflowa State and
basketball teams have been nationally
ranked in Division II. We haven't had an New Mexico Tech. allow the public to
undefeated football team since 1980, but understand the nature of their core
that's better than some folks can claim.
curricula, and we need to recognize
How much of the foregoing is general ·that "public" has long ago come to
public knowledge?
mean the entire world, not just the
We've labored hard for "old massa," .state ofMissollIt or the United States.
"University
Missouri-Rolla."
also know as the University of Missouri
President, for many years. Too bad the Now what do we suppose is taught
Thirteenth Amendment doesn't apply there? ModernDance? Transcendento institutions of higher learning. Per- tal meditation? Perhaps it's a law
petually having to ride in iIle back of the school.
University of Missouri bus isn't all bad:
We can coniinue the fiction that
At least we aren't constantly confronted the four campuses really constitute an
with articles about our employees hav- entity. But if they really do, why
ing their hands in the till, nor do our don't we have full newspaper, radio
athletic coaches spend their spare time and TV coverage of academic and
. social activities as well as sports
bailing our errant athletes.
Here's an observation for the Legis- events from the other campuses aplature, Governor, Curators and the pearing in the Mid-Missouri media?
University's President. When someone Rolla is located in Mid-Missouri!
graduates from Purdue University, Why are UMKC, UMR, and UMSL
that's what it says on their diploma. It kept virtu.ally nonexistent to the pubdoes not say "University of Indiana- lic ex~ept at their respective lo.caLafayette." And when someone gradu- tions?
Administer this so-called "sysates from Iowa State University ofScience & Technology, that's what it says tem" as you will, but · how ~bout
on their diploma. It does not sa~ "Uni- granting one long overdue thing: Give
versity oflowa-Ames." And if a person our I 25-year-old university a REAL
is good enough to graduate from New name! We used to have one, and peerMexico Institute of Mining & Technol- wise that name was known and reogy -- and few are -- that's what it says spected around the United States
on their diploma. It does not say "Uni- AND around the world.
versity of New Mexico-Socorro." This
EllisJ. Smjth
signifies more than mere administration:
Alumnus
Purdue really IS different from Indiana
Petroleum Engineering
MSM '55
in its academic mission. But those

of

Faith on the athletic field
An editorial by Sports Editor Jonathan Erdman

Because of a column appearing in the last issue of the "Missouri Miner,"
by Brad Neuville, I felt the need to write a response editorial sharing a different
.
.
point of view.
A benificial trend has begun in athletics recently. Many athletes have
decided to actively display their faiths. I am glad to see sports ~ decide to
become better role models for younger athletes.
. I am impressed with Deion Sanders' decision to change his lifestyle. He
has~decided to make God and family his most important priorities, and for that
I commend him. Many question th~ influence that faith can have on a person's
life, and chalk up an athlete's faith to an act, because it may make them feel
uncomfortable. I would much rather hear of an athlete who has decided to
actively change his or her lifestyle to follow his or her beliefs, than I would hear
ofanathlete that bas caused himself or herself to develop cancer through abuse
of anabolic steroids.
An athlete that chooses to kneel in the end-zone and say a short prayer
shows more sportsmanship anp courage to show what he or she believes than
an athltete who decides to do a "touch down dance," and show less class. A
short prayer after a touch down is not a slight to the player's teammates who
assisted the player in scoring.the touchdown. It doesn' t injure a teammate or
the sport if athletes decide to thank God for an athletic gift. The): could possibly be thanking God for the teammates that helped them achieve their goal,
helping to give credit where credit is due.
A team that has a strong spiritual life will have a higher morale that a
team that doesn ' t, and it will send a better message to those who are watching
the sport. It has a firm base from which to draw strength and will most likely
keep. its priorites straight.
I know that many are uncomfortable with some expressing their religious beliefs. I/hink that it is a terrible injustice when an athl,te has to hide
what he or she beli.eves and is made to feel as if their faith has no place on the
athletic field. It has been change for the better when leaders such as Reggie
White and Sanders make it easier for an athlete to express his or her belief in
.God.
.
.
Athletes putting an emphasis on faith instead of winning at all costs
allows them to become better role models, set better priorites for their lives an<!
allow others to express their faith without fear and.give credit where credit is
due.
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12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Golf Tournament

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

FREE ACADEMIC HELP!
The Freshman Arts and Sciences Program offers free
tutoring to improve your grades in Basic Arts and
Sciences courses. Although funds are limited, tutors are
available for:
Chemistry 1,3,5,22 1,223,224,24 1,242

Math 2,4,6,8,2 1,22,204,208

Comp oScience 53,74,77 ,78, 153, 158

Philosophy5,15

&onomics 12 1,122

Physics 21 ,23,24,25

English 20,60,75,80,105,106

Political Sci. 90

French 1,2,70

Psychology 50,140,200 levels

Gennan 1,2,70

Russian 1,2,80

History 111 ,112,175,176

Sociology 81

LifeScience 110,1 12, 115,2 11 ,22 1,231 ,

Spanish 1,2,80

242,252

Statistics 115,11 6,2 15

#1CA1UU8
PUlIDBAI8IIJl
Raise a111he money yOtr group
needs by sponsaing a VISA
FuudraiIleroo yOtr~
No invesIment· & very little time
needed. There's 00 OOIigation. so
why IkX call fir infamalioo today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

------------$1.00 OFF
SHIPPIN G
UPS Ground Shipping

iii

MAIL BOXES ETC.

a 028
For more information contact Mary Ann Polley at
341-6937 or stop by 235 HISS and fill out a tutor
request form.

So_ V _S _ 8
MO
6540 1
38 4 -0 008 PhonD
3 6 ·4 - 0007

Rolla .

Pax

•

LECTRICAL ENGINEERING. MECHANICA L ENGINEERING _~ MAT

roundofle5
loluminandahe
ihavedecided Ie
backinthelittiel
solhat i can gel
readinglhiscolu

Any·who,t

in .the m
. iha

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon .
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,
Raytheon Eledronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
TI Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope . Break new
ground. Make their mark.
.
At Raytheon you ' ll take technology - and your career - to '
the highest possible level. You'll take it to t he Nth . We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contad your career placement office
now t o sch e dule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.
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A person you should know:
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Equal Opportunity office, and behind
the door sits a dynamite team who
enjoys coming to work every day in
Those of us with.siblings remem- order to help make' the UMR environberthissituation vividly. You have been ment a comfortable place to be.
fighting with your brother or sister and
"My job is never the same. I have
are now in trouble. A parental figure a chance to help makeadifference in the
stands in front of you and issues you a climate on campus, and I have an excelsentence, and then comes the inevitable. lent support person, Mrs. [Karen]
"BUl..but ... butMom, it's not fair." Chapman," George said . "Mrs.
This is the story of our lives. In the Chapman has a gift for making people
unfair world in which we live, we must feel comfortable." That' s the essence of
constantly ~attle for equal opportunity George's job. His goal is to make the
regarding race, gender, religion and the . UMR campus a comfortable environlist goes on.
mentto learn, excel and succeed. "I want
Fighting this battle for UMR is to make certain the campus has an enviLarry George, Assistant to the Chancel- ronment that's supportive of its cullor.
ture," George said.
For those who have ventured up to
George received a bachelor' s dethe third floor of the library, you might gree in Chemistry from Dillard Univerhave seen the Affirmative Action and sity. Following graduation, he was em-

V«w Writer

.

ployed by the Bureau of Mines in Rolla
where he worked for 30 years. He
became affiliated with UMR in 1965
'when he became the advfsor of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, a position he still
holds, but George never anticipated that
he would be doing what he does today.
"Today your view of the future is not
going to be consistent with 20 or 30
years from now," George said. "I wanted
to get ajob that paid me $10,000."
The mind set that has allowed
George to be where he is today is something on which all UMR students can
thrive.
"I always tried to learn new things
and go in with a positive approach and
an open mind. I never looked at an
opportunity to learn something as a

see George on page 16

TilE MINER MUSIC REVIEW
byJlmbob
Music Reviewer
Me again! Yes, everyone's favorite music guy is here. I am sure
m8nY of you just read the section to
find out one of two things. One, being
that I am a very pathetic music reviewer or two, that I arn probably one
of the few that can really entertain
your reading with crazy music stuff
that normally gets me in trouble. Eitherway, I am happy. Greek Week is
finally over and things are going to
work their way back to normal. By
now I amsure everyone has had at least
one round of tests, lots of homework
to tum in and a headache to boot Well,
I have decided to just put all that stuff
back in the little place in my mind just
so that I can get people like yourself
readingthiscolurnn.
Any-who, not too much has happened in ·the music scene that has
affected me. I haven't gotten any new
CDs, no concerts to attend as of yet
(been real busy ya know) and nothing
too exciting on the world music update
.channel. Soooo, I will just stroll on

a

into simple section this week, so don't
be too upset
Jimbob

Music Gossip for the Week...
•• Jamiroquai to headline U.K. Festival
•• Boys 2 Men releasing long awaited
"Evolution" on 9/23
Reviews:
Bob Dylan & House of Large Sizes

CD Releases:
Aqua - Aquarium
Gravediggaz-The Pick, Sickle and Shovel
Mariah Carey - Butterfly
Texas Chainsaw Orchestra - Self titled
DJ Company - Rhythm of Love 9/30
Diana King - Think Like a Girl 9/30
Santana - Dance of the Rainbow Serpent 9/30
.
Mike Watt - Contemplating the Engine Room IOn
Jason Bonham Band - When You See
the Sun IOn

Bob Dylan
Time Out of Mind
Columbia
Performance: 7
Sound Q: 6
It's been a while since people
heard anything about Bob,just that he
wasworkingonanewalbum. Throughout my years as a rock-pup, I have to
say Mr. Dylan has been an influence in
my life as well as the music I listen to.
Everyone has to say that they have
listened to Bob. The new release has
combined classic Dylan style with
simila; sounds from psychedelic
groups like the Doors to Elvis. You
say that seems really scary but to
others it's a change. The song "Love

see Music on page 16

What do women lookfor in men?
by Sarah Albers
ASSistant Verve Editor
Having problems getting a date for Friday
night? Are women as confusing as the Japanese
language? The question that is on a lot of mind is:
What does a woman want in a man? This question
has been asked throughout the centuries. Do
women want big muscles, a big heart, long hair or
any number of things? Whatdo women want?
Since no one has ever really stated exactly what a
woman wants, maybe this might give you confused
men some ideas.
The answer to the queStion is simple. There

is no correct or basic answer that applies to all
women. Women's opinions about men vary as
much as their personalities do. Some women may
find that great hair is necessary in a prospective
date. Other women may find it necessary that they
enjoy soccer.
Do not be dejected if you do not fit in any of
these categories, because they are both subject to
the woman who is making the opinion. Most
women would agree that there are some necessary
traits in a prospective .m ale companion. A good
personality is a key thing. Although looks may

. . see Women on page 16

Larry George

.Larry George Is a key.member of the Affirmative Action Team and
photo by Ryan Shawgo
Equal Opportunity Office at UMR

Flower Power:

Relax, the test is -over!
by Daisie H.M. Hobson
Verve Writer
"There are two days in the week
about which and upon which I never
worry. Two carefree days, kept sacredly free from fear and apprehension.
One of those days is Yesterday - and
the other day I do not worry about is
Tomorrow." - Robert James Burdette
Well, it is certainly the right
time to be reminded of
this. During the first
round of tests, we are
always worrying about
yesterday's tests and
tomorrow'stests. We
do enough worrying
during the test. (I would know;
I just got out of a two hour
metallurgy test.) We need to
learn how not to worry so
much. If we must worry
though, weshouldjustworry
about what is happening at that moment. Let yesterday'S test be. You'll
find out soon enough how well you did
so enjoy the time you have in between.

And tomorrow will come. Don't worry
about it Prepare for it!
These are easy to say but not so
easy to do. Let's think of a few suggestions .. . As of now the test I just took is
yesterday's news. If I didn't have to
work I would be out celebrating. Celebrating what, you ask. Well,l'mnot
celebrating because I aced the test
by any means. I'm celebrating because it is
over! I don't have anything else to worry about
for the rest ofthe night I' ll
start worrying about
my grade when I
walk into the
classroom tomorrow. What shall I do to celebrate? Well, l don 'tdrink butthattest
sure made me think about starting.
Just kidding! Drinking is always an
option ifyou like that kind ofthing but
I'm going to try and be more creative. If
I don't do anything wild and crazy
tonight maybe after my two tests next

see Flower on page 16
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Canada: More than just the 51 st
by John Johnson

Humor Columnist
When most people think ofCanada,
they think of a mystical place that may
or may not exist. A strange and' mysterious place where lollipops grow on
trees and flowers talk. ButCanadaisn't
just for fairy tales. No sir, Canada is an
actual >country> with people just like
you and me. Well, actually the people
are quite different, as I discovered from
my interview with one of our foreign
exchange students from Canada.
Jessica asked for her name to be
withl!eld from this article, so I'll just
refer to her as Jessie.
I met up with Jessica in the TJ
cafeteria. The first thing that I asked her
was how Canadians felt about being the
51 st state in the Union. This, after all ,
seems to me lik~ quite an honor.
She replied only with a strange
look on her face. She was obviously
struggling with the language difference.
You see, Canadians don't speak Ameri-

can, they actually have their own dia- sport, hockey, is very ,imilar to our into your freezer to add a little chill to
lect. Two actually. Most of them speak boxing. Only the "boxers" are replaced your beverage, you have th,?se spunky
t";)
Canadians to thank. Thank you
a language called English while many
others speak French. ThIS IS rather
~
;"
Canada!
strange, because Canada IS m North
•.
Afterwatchingmostofthehockey
Amenca The French and English have
42.-8 ,~~ ~
game, I switched my attention to basetheir own countrIes somewhere near
(B~:~~
ball. Baseball is an unusual sport in
Europe(YEE-or-up). Butwe'lllea~
e
r9 .Ii.~{~r'--,.,which the players wear tight pants and
that for the chIldren 's books to
' \;) ~..:' ,~"'\:..",,~
scratch themselves. I'm not talking
cover
\ \ \f
~2
about the scratch that you and I do
After a few mmutes, /
~
{~,
~ when we have a random itch. I'm
.~ :-,-<--'5.
talking about rea1ly digging in. Those
however, we both started to
become acclimated to each
~.
tl
:!>.' ~
baseball players have taken
~
/
. 'r'!7'·-~hhmgtoanewlevel.
other's native tongue. This
occurred when she asked me,
fo-.,ez,,Q
The
"Are you really that ignorant?" ~
~ rules of baseI was finally reaching her. We
.~NADA ~\.
- " ball are quite
straight forward.
now had a connection. So I
.~
Nine members of
decided to ask her about the
v"""""
various sports that they played
-....
~.
oneteamjogouttothe
in her native land. She said that the two
..
field and begin rigorously '
biggest sports were a game called by entire
..
scratching themselves. Then,at
random, one of these players will
"hockey"and another called "baseball." teams, and the game
With this bit ofinforrnation, I de- is played on ice.
throwasmall, white ball at amember of
cided to do some research by watching
Asasidenote, ice isoneofCanada's the opposing team. This usually startles
these two sports on television. The first major exports. The next time you reach the other player who was just minding
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Is discrimination ever justified?
by Mark Jones
Verve Columnist
In response to this summer' s
closing of the Open Hand, there have
been two articles alread y concerning
why it closed. Butthere is something
that was missed in Genevieve ' s article that was said in Jimbob ' s article
and may have been true. It is a worse
problem than the-Open Hand ' s supposed dislike of gays, and not only
was it mi ssed but it was almost
stated not to ex ist in her article.
The sentence I am referring to
is, "The owners' idea that people
sto ~ped coming to the Open Hand
because they thought of it as a pl ace
for the ' alternative lifestyle' was
their own insecuri ties getting the best
of them."
I think it did have somewhat of
a reputation as a "gay" bar. Iwastold
thatbymorethan one person. When
I heard of the rumor, I thought of it
as stupid for two reasons:
I. It never appeared to be full of
homosexual people when Iwentthere.
2. The fact that a rumor like that
could be started is a sign that some of
the people on thi s campus have great
ignorance and a fearof homosexualit y.
The second reason is the bigger
problem than an y Marine asking a
homosexual person to leave. That is
also the reason why I was mad when
I heard that the reason the Open
Hand closed was because of this
rumor, attendance may have gone
down.
Am I mad at th6 Open Hand?
Well, it is acomplicated issue. one on
which I don ' t know if there is a
correct stand to take. If they believe
that homosexuals or, more correctly,
display of homosexuality is morally
wrong then they are bigots (in my
opinion). If they believe that homosexuals or, more correctly, display of
homosexuality, ~ill hurt their busi-

ness or give it a reputation ofa "gay" bar,
then they may be acting out of selfpreservation and good business sense
when they ask the person to leave. Is
that wrong?
If they allow it because they believe people have a right to do what they
want so long as it doesn ' t infringe on the
rights of others, then they obviously

"Perhaps the next
place that opens can be
called , 'T he Open
Mind.'"
seem to be morally and ethically upstanding people, except, unti l you look
at it in the following way.
If they don't allow it because they
fear losing business, then they are protecting their business investment - an
investment which neither you nor I
wo uld be abl e to undertake ourselves.
Surely they took out loans for the startup of the Open Hand. They may not
have even begun making a profit yet
because of their loans. They may have
money at the end of the month after bi ll s
and loan payments, so that they can pay
sal ary. But, until that loan is paid off,
they are not trul y making a profit. If the
business coll apses, th en they suddenl y
have no income and a loan that is likel y
over $5,000 to payoff - $5,000 seems
like a low amount and a safe guess.
If they have a famil y to feed, then
they are likely making the best decision
for them. Is ir the most moral decision?
This might be debatable. Before you
consider it in this perspective, it seems
undeniably wrong. They can take a
stand and just not worry about who is
in their bar and even defend other customers when another might complain
about the others . . Or, they can protect
their business and family ' s financial
state thereby ensuring their family
doesn't have a lowered standard ofliving and always has food on the table.

his business scratching his
what not. The player who is
the ball will occasionally swing aSllH .",nO""
the passing ball, but this
rarely. The ball is then
that is not only scratching
also squatting. Then another
guy will yell someth

Which is more right and moral? I am
not sure either you or I can be the
judge.
This doesn ' t seem like a simple
issue at all. I know I would be
extremely mad ifit had been a black
person that had been asked to leave.
Is homosexuality something that has
to be obvious? Is it something that
can be hidden from outside observers
for a short time period - though it
shouldn ' t have to be hidden? In
contrast, one can not change the color
of his orherskin. Is discrimination to
protect a business an acceptab Ie th ing
to do? I thin k the fact that this
happened, whether it was the owners
who d idn' t li ke ho mosex uals or
whether they knew the customers
might not like them, is just a sign of
how much further we have to go as a
society.
With the c1oseofthe Open Hand,
comes the close ofthe best entertainment Ro llahad. I amjudging itto have
been the best not based on what kind
of people ran it, no t j udg ing it on its
size, location, look or bartending service - simpl y on the fact rhat it provided a place for li ve music of varied
styles, and was the only place that
was giving this town the fun of watching live bands. I didn't go there for
beer, nice furniture, friendly service
or smoke-free air. I went there to see
live bands.
We have now lost that opportunity. I hope if another place opens
that this campus will support it better. I also hope that the people
running it don ' t have to worry about
the reputation oftheir establishment
because they know that our campus
has students that aren't going to care
about what sexual orientation the
person standing next to them possesses. I hope the students will not
mind losing an extra pitcherofbeerto
pay the cover charge if there is one.
Perhaps thenext place that opens can
be called, "The Open Mind."
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by Mike Weber
UMRTECHS
We' ve all heard of the "freshman
15 ." It is that extra inch on our waistline
that we get as a reward for all our long
hard nights of studying. For some reason our bodies are not able to compensate for the reduced physical activity
and greasy diet of the typical student.
The war on cellulite is not hopeless. By
following some basic nutritional guidelines you can make sure that you go back
to homecoming with the same
figure you left with at graduation .
You can count on
having a "freshman

the squatting guy, step away
sume scratching himself.
Unfortunately, I didn't
how the scoring sys:tenl w,~rk,ed s:inQ].('itionarid p":jua
of the games that I watched
like 1-0 or 0-1. I was unsure
interpret this. The important lItI ,~. honrt.m·n. N
however, wasn't how to figure
score, but that I now had
talk about with Jessica llnfortun~j
I was unable to set up another
time with her. It was probably
ofthe language problem again.

alcoholic beverages should rennen_ _
that the calories they contain nrr,violiWlt.
nutritional valne.
Upperclassmen may have
solved these problems but sti ll
ing to improve their diet.
proper diet is variety. Our

15" or even a

"freshman 30"
if you make a
hab it ea tin g
pizza, candy or
cookies while studying. These study snacks are
there is also exercise.
often the largest contri butor to college activity will not onl y help
weight gain . One way to solve this weight control, but also will aid in
problem is to stud y in the li brary or . management as well .
some other place that doesn't give you
Followthesesimple gUiloelllm:Sil\l.1
direct access to your fo od supply. Beer your body will respond.
and other alcoholic beverages are also be sharper, you will roll
culprits. Students who choose to drink . and you will feel better

CHOW &
CHAPEL

CHRIST CHURCH
(EPISCOPAL)
TENTH AND MAIN

from Castleman

c
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prospectives
l ' Candice Yoder
'Ii ,ha'i Faith

ing his cr
WhOissJ
UYSWinga~
.his hapJlenl
lcaughlb

"The understanding of His Words
I the comprehension of the utter:es of the Birds of Heaven are in not
;e dependent upon human learning.
ey depend solely upon purity of
hinghi~ .rt, chastity of soul, and freedom of
lIIother sq rit." --Baha'u'llah
lmelhin ~ "0 Son of Being! Love me that I
Week!" ~ .y love thee, if thou,leavest Me not,
e the guy I love can in no wise reach thee.
backind' - ow this, 0 servant!" --Baha'u'llah
1> awayISii The Baha' i Faith recognizes the
,If.
iii ity of God and of His Prophets,
didn'tgel~ nolds the principle of unfettered
Iworked ' II'Ch after truth, condemns all fonns of
Iched had~ lerstition and prejudice, teaches that
; unsure h~ ,fundamental purpose of religion is to
IlIportanl ; ,mote concord and hannony, that it
10 figl!re Oil 1st go hand-in-hand with science and

that it constilutes th e so le and ultimate
basis of a peaceful, an ordered and progressive socielY. It inculcates the principle of eq ual opportunity, rights and
pri vileges for both sexes, advocates compulsory ed ucati on, abolishes extremes
of poverty and wealth, exalts work perfonned in the spirit of service to the rank
of worship, recommends the adoption
of an auxiliary international language
and provides the necessary agencies for
the establishment and safeguarding ofa
pennanent and universal peace. - Shoghi
Effendi
If you are interested in hearing
more about the Baha'i Faith, you are
welcome to come to the first Baha' i Club
Meeting of the semester on September
30 at UCE. Formore infonnation please
contact Candice Yoder bye-mail:
candice@umr.edu, or by phone@3419706.

Top 10 signs you know you've
been at UMR much too long
Compiled by Jason Van Dyke
10: You speak bi nary as a second language.
9: You sleep two hours and go through a 12 pack of Jolt every day.
8: You are having dreams about that sexy little differential equation on page 123.
7: You starl drinking Nyquil to get high.
6: Marriot food is slarting to laste really good.
5: You have to look up the word "sex" in the dictionary to remember what it is.
4: You hack inlo SAC and fire nucl ear missiles at the financial aid office.
3: You 've written more than 10 messages in umr. student.babble this week.
2: You've wrilten more than 10,000 e-mail messages today.
1: You got so drunk at St Pat's last yearlhat your hangover lasted for two months.

REALLY

adSOmefui
Unfortun,j
Inotherlllet
obably be.;

lagain.

COUNTS

AVOIDING
ATICKET IS ASNAP

Whatever causes you're giving to
now, set a goal to increase your giving to
a level that will make a pemranent and
positive differenr;e. Give FIVe - 5 hours a
week and 5% or yo ur incom e. The
rewards will make you feel like a winner
every day of your life. For more

YOU COULD L£ARN ALOT FROM ADUMMY."
u.s. Department 01 Transportation
- Vine. &

Get in
with
your future!

Choosing to become a Doctor of
Chiropractic is more than choosing a
' !!!!!!~
profession. It's choosing the path to
'"
.
your successful future by helping
s, ffiorefil others. maintain a healthy, happier way of life - naturally.
Take the first step tOlvan! }our future as an independent health
m.Ofco.
:ise. Physx care professional. "Vrite lOr a free admissions packet, or call toll-free.
Ip you In Financial aid is available.

__J

IIaid insII!

CLEVELAND

,idelinesl
lUrmindf

Chiropractic College

ofbedeasi
h less str~

- ~

•

KANSAS CITY CAMPUS
6401 Rockhill Road· Kansas City, MO 64131-1181
www.c/eveiandchiropracNc.edu
Cleve,land Chiropractic College Is accredited by the Council on Chiropractic
Education and the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

,

(800) 467-CCKC • (816) 333-8230

Larry f>" 019&5 u.s. DOT.

information. calt 1-8OC·~ IYE-S.

Student Unior.l Board's
Fourteenth Annual

HINeR

rr~IAl'HLON

SEPTEMBER 27, 1997
SATURDAY 7:30 A.M.
ENTRY DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 24, 12:00 PM.
500 yd SWIM, 15 mi BIKE, 5 K RUN
THREE CATEGORIES:
MEN ·
WOMEN COED rEAMS-

,

FREE EUENT SHIRTS FOR
RLL PRRTICIPRNTS

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE NOWI
Student Union Board Offic e
Key Sport Shop
UMR Multipurpose Bulding

PRIZES AWARDED TO TOP
THREE IN EACH ' CATEGORY

~lB

NO ENTity FEE FOR UMIt STUDENTS!
($5 "OR NON·UMIt STUDENTS)

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000

Jama's
Mexican Restaurant
In The Bruno's Building
2001 Forum Dr.
Rolla, MO 65401
341-2110

.

15%

off

reg
price

STOREWIDE*
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30. 1997

SUN

Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
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SUBCON SCIOUS
byDianaAlt

SUB
This week, SUB has something for
virtually everyone. On Wednesday,
September 24, the Films and Video
Committee is meeting to make plans for
the upcoming year at 3:30 p.m. in the
SUB office. Also, the SUB movie this
weekend is "Austin Powers" on September 26 and 27 at 7 and 9 p.m. in ME
\04. Performing ,arts is sponsoring a
concert by flamenco guitarist Laura
Fuentes Thursday, September 25 at 7
p.m.
For all ofthe athletes out there, the
annual Miner Triathalon is Saturday,
September 27. Registration begins at

Concert Update:

7:30 a.m. outside the Multi-Purpose
Building. In addition, the annual Student-A lumni GolfTournament is October 10 from 1-4 p.m. For in formation
about he golf tourney or the triathalon,
stop by the SUB office.
Next, we have two upcoming events
related to Homecoming. On Sunday,
September 28, Homecoming king and
queen interviews will be held in Centennial Hall beginning at 10 a. m. Finally the
next meeting for organization Homecoming representatives is Monday, September 29 at 9 p.m. in ME 216.
If you have any questions about
any SUB events, feel free to stop by the
office (218 UCW) anytime between
8:00 and 4:3 0 Monday through Friday.

CHANGE

THE WORLD

ONE
TOOTH BROSH
ATATIME.
Call 1-80Q-27-START for a
brochure on volunteer opportunities with H ead Start.

fllHEAD

([Jr. START

All concerts are in St. Louis unless ottlenlNis;~·nlob~i~b.
eou~esy

,MERGE

O.t Jimbob.

9/24
r)/26

When we all work together,
great things can happen.

MiWi'
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. ..because MDA helps people.

e

'q heta qau Omega
"Serving NDIla Nca Charities"

eT

n .

Sponsors of Casino Nightand The Freshman of the Year
Scholarship

PRESENTS

FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
INTERVIEWS
2 Scholarships to be ,awarded:

1 - $250 - Male
1 - $250 - Female
Let us reward you for an outstanding
. first year
.
.'at UMR. .
,

Applications can be picked up at the
ticket window in University Center West.
Or call 368 - 5303
Deadline for entries is

SCIENCE FICTION. FANTASY. COMICS . GAMES

Monday October 6, 1997

I

1997--------------------------------------------------------------

--
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Sports
JMR Cross Country to
10st Miner Invitational
If Brad Neuville
;taft Writer

I
I

The Uni versi ty of Missouri:olla men's and women's cross counry teams will host the 18th annual
Ainer Invitational thi s coming weeknd at the UMR Golf Course. Some
;0 runners will be visiting Rolla this
;aturday to participate in th e meet
vhich will fe ature fi ve men' s and
.even women's teams. Conference
earns Truman State, Southwest Bapist, and Lincoln will be competing on
he women's side whil e Southwest
3aptist will be sending their men's
:eam as well.
This past weekend the Miners
:raveled to Kenosha, Wi sconsin to
)articipate in the Wisconsin-Parkside
\1idwest Collegiate Cross Country
Meet. This was a big meet for the
Miners as it saw 38 teams on the
men's side and 39 teams on the
women's side, amounting to a total of
863 runners, compete. The National
Cross Country Course where the meet
was held is also where this year's
NCAA Regionals and Division II championships will be held.
Coach Sarah Preston said this
meet was good practice for the upcoming regionals and nationals. "We
are in the Great Lakes regional which
is held at that course. Part of the
purpose of us going up there was to
preview the course and race on it. The
start is a little different than at other
meets and this was a good experience
for us. This was also the biggest meet

I

Year

that UMR has ever participated in."
On the men's side the Miners
fared very well, pl acing 13th out of
the 38 teams in the eight kilometer
race. The Miners were lead by senior
Ben Mulvaney's 27: 04 who placed
60th individuall y and 53rd for team
scor ing . Mul van ey was fo llowed
closel y by junior Matt Hagen with a
27: 14, so ph more Kevin Johnson with
a 27:24, senior Craig McCauley with
a 27:25 and senior Josh Sales with a
27: 34. Sophmore John Sanders with
a 29: 33 , freshman Tim Albers with a
.29:45 and junior Dan Saylor with a
3 1:32 rounded oUUhe varsity squad
for the Miners.
Preston was pleased with the
men's finish. '
"We had hoped to be in the top
ten so we fell a little short there but I
was very pleased. I was really happy
about the pack, we only had 29 seconds seperating the first and fifth runner. This was our second really solid
performance in a row. We've been
working hard on keeping the pack and
we finished in the top quarter of teams
there 50 we were really pleased."
On the women's side senior
Jennifer Frazer again lead UMR coming in with a 19:41 which was good
for 61 st place as the Lady Miners
placed 2 1stout of the 39 teams in the
five kilometer race . Senior Tracy
Jones placed second on the team
crossing the fini sh line in 19:59 and
placing 82nd in the meet. Sophmore
Sheri Lentz with a 20: 12, junior
Sheryl Ziccard i with a 20 :44 and

R

freshman Julia Kuseski with a 22:37
rounded out the scoring Lady Miners. Freshman Debbie Leonard placed
sixth for the Lady Miners crossing the
finish line in 23 : II and was followed
by senior Mindy Settles at 23: 14 and
senior Serena Jagtiani who finished in
23:45.
Preston said that the women' s
team has m ade so me pro misin g
improv ments.
"The wom e n m ad e so m e
progress, we had pretty so lid performances . This was the third week in a

row that Jennifer (Frazer) lead us.
Tracy (Jones) was closer to Jennifer
this week than last week . Sheryl
(Zicardi) improved a lot from last
week. We have some minor injuries
and illnesses that kept us down a little
but overall I'm pleased ."
Coac h Presto n ' was exc ited
about this weekend's meet.
"Thi s is our only real opportunity to run in front of a home crowd
every year. They (the runners) train
really hard and look forward-to this
meet. It is a great spectator course

and we feel like we have a really good
chance in both the races."
"We'd really like to perform
well at home in front of a lot offfans.
We usually have a good crowd and that
always helps them (the runners) run
better. We al so have an alumni team
that comes in to run and 'is always a
lo t o f fu n ," Pres to n sa id . "The
women's five kilometer race begins at
9:30 a.m. and the men's eight kilometer beg in s at 10: 15 a. m. We'd love to
see everyone ou t th ere cheering on
your Miners."

Miner -;M atch-up
UMR Miners
at
Miner Invitational

ling

the
:er·

---

Miner cross country runners sophomore Kevin Johnson and Juniors Josh Sales and Dan Saylor
competing In the Missouri Invitational at Columbia Missouri. UMR will host the Miner Invitational
this Saturday.
Photo Courtesy of Rod Lentz

Site: UMR Golf Course
Date: Sept. 27, 1997

Senior cross-country runner Jennifer Frazer competing In the
Missouri Invitational Sept.
Photo Courtesy of Rod Lentz

,3.

Miners: Ben Mulvaney (2nd, 19th & 60th finishes), Matt Hagen (3rd, 26th, & 73rd finishes)
Lady Miners: Jennifer Frazer (3rd, 10th, & 61 st finishes), Tracy Jones (6th, 19th, & 82nd finishes)
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Min er foo tba ll to fac e Wa shb urn Ich abo ds

\

i·

by Sean Ellis
Assista nt Sports Editor

The Univerist y of Missouri
Rolla Miners will face the Washburn
Ichabods on Saturday, September 27,
at the Ichabods home field in Topeka,
Kansas at 6 p.m. The Miners face
the Icahabods with a 1-2 record after
coming off the 14-44 home opener
loss last week to the Central Missouri State Mules.
Next week's game is the ninth
matchup "to pit the Miners against
the Ichabods. The Miners lead the
series 5-3, but last year saw the Miners lose 45-0. This year's Ichabods
in c lud e many returning starters.
E;ght offensive , eight defensive and
fuur special teams starters return for
the Ichabods.
Last week against CMSU, the
Miners struggled throughou t the entire game. After the opening kickoff
the miners faced a lethal Mule offense.
The opening play for the Mules was a
reverse to runningba ck Chris Jackson
for a 23 yard gain. The Mule's opening drive led to a 7-0 lead for CMSU.
The Miner's opening drive illustrated their slow start. After three
plays for a net gain of 14 yards,
Miner quarterba ck Matt Brueckne r
threw his second interceptio n or'the
season. That costly turnover would,
two plays later, lead to another Mule
touchdow n and point after, bringing
the score to 14-0.
The first and only light of hope
for the Miners would come in the

Golf Match -up

ne xt drive. After a 50 yard kick off who streaked downfield for a 62 yard
ploded up the middle for a 33 yard
by Mule kicker Shane Meyer and an touchdow n run, increasin
g the touchdow n run, his second TD of the
18 yard return by Miner Brad Clark, Mull'S' lead by seven.
season . That would bring the score
Brueckner Led the Miners on a three
.On the second plllY of the to 44-14, where it would stay until
minute, 67 yard drive. The drive was Miner's next possesio n , David
the end of the game.
capped by a one yard.touchdow n run McCorm ack, who was in for
Statistical ly the Miners were
by Clarke.
Brueckne r, was sacked and fumbled dominated everywhe re but in the
air.
The final scoring drive of the the ball. The Mules recovered on the The Mules
had 52 rushing attempts
first quarter was an eight play, 66 Miner's 22 yard line and drove
in for for a net total of 393 yards, where
yard drive resu lting in another Mule another touchdow n to bring the
score the Miners had only 36 attempts for
touchdown, bringing the score to 21- to 44-7.
96 yards. The Miners had a net total
7, where it would ,stay until eight
The Miner's final score would of 158 passing yards on 12 compleminutes remaining in the first half.
come during their next drive. After tions, while the Mules had only
103
After nearly seven minutes slowly maki ng their way upfield
yards on 10 completio ns. These
into the second quarter and an unfrom their own 32 to the Mule ' s 33 numbers gave the Mules an average
successfu l 32 yard fi eld goal attempt yard line, McCormack handed the
ball of 7.2 yards gained per play where
by Miner kicker Brandon Risner, the to tailback Andy Singelton who
ex- the Miners only averaged 3.8.
Mules finished a 65 yard, five and a
half minute drive with a successful
32 yard field goal by Meyer. That
field goal would bring the score-to
24-7 in favor of the mules. That score
is also what the Miner would face
going into halftime.
The second halfbegan slowly.
Both teams led unsuccess ful drives
before Mule Corey Kelley ran the ball
across the goal line with 6:47 remaining in the third quarter. That touchdown and point after brought the
score to 31-7 in favor of CMS U, and
would be the only score of the third
quarter.
1996-97 Record
Site: Moore Bowl,
The fourth quarter saw both
UMR:3-8
Topeka
,
Kan.
teams make s~ccessful scoring drives.
Washbum: 4-6
Date: Sept. 27,199 7
The first came only three minutes
into the quarter, but already after an
Players
To
Watch
unsuccess ful drive from both teams.
UMR: Offense- Matt Brueckner (RB), Elliot Jackson (WR), Andy
On their own 38 yard line the Mules
Singleton (AB)
Defense- Chaires Varadin (LB), Dean DeShenia (LB)
handed the ball to Kelley once again

Miner s at
UMR Fall
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There mus t be some way to avoi d doin g
the same thing for the next forty years.
You'll be getting your degree from a top school. And you're ready
to
find a great job. The question is: which job? And can it interest
you for
your whole career?

PRES

At Andersen Consulting, it's our job to help clients change to be
more
successful. For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Part of our business is anticipating the future . So come talk to us
about yours. Find out more about a career with Andersen Consul
ting.
Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity employer.
C 1997 Andersen Consulling

For more Information, please visit our website at
www.ac.com

AND ERS EN
CONSULTING

Come visit our representatives at the Career Fair

Thur sday , Sep temb er,25th.
Pres entat ion at '6:30 p.•m.,
Enginee.ring Manaaement Audi toriu m

RI
-

All majors are welcome. Casual attire is appropriate:

.-

__ _ _
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lJMR Miner men's soccer team The best ever
to p I a y ~ 0 c k h u r s tat h
e ~:~a~~r:..:..:.::.:~:,u::.::.:.::.ville=--------

o-m

If Todd Monroe

I Fall

SSic

pt 29,

11

;;;aft Writer
The University of Missourialia men's soccer team ,s geanng up
,is week for a game on Friday, Sep:mber 26th, here at home in Rolla.
'hey are matched against Rockhurst,
nd are slated to start at 7:30 p.m ..
Coach Salisbury, when asked for
js thoughts on this game, said, "They
viii be the hardest team we will play all
'ear. It will be ' a big challenge,
tockhurst beat UMSL 4-1 , and they
Ie just a very good team, they have
lad a winning tradition for a l'1ng time,
IIId been very good for a long time. I
,ave no idea how we will match up
,gainst them, I think we will play with
I lot of heart and a lot of character, I
lon't know how well we will do. Our
loal for the men's team is to basically
>Iay well. A home crowd will help a lot
mel I think that is a huge thing, if we can
let a lot of people out at that game, it
Nill be a big one. If we can get a lot of
!he people out of the houses and from
!he community it will be a huge thing."
The Miners competed in three
contests during the past week, the first
ofwhich was a home game against Missouri-St.Louis_
- The men entered the game with
an even 3-3 record, facing an opponent
also in C9mmand of an even record at 22. The Miners would emerge with the
wiming percentage after claiming a 2-1
victory. The UMR team topk the field

- ..A-

•

in front of the home crowd under partly
cloudy conditions and sta yed deadlocked with Missouri-St.Louis throughout the first half, neither team able to
score a goal .
The second half did -see scores,
beginning with an unassisted goal after
a steal from 15 yards out by UMR's
Nathan Wojtkiewicz. Three minutes
later, Gevan McCoy distanced the point
spread by scoring via a head ball assisted by Mike Kiefer.
Missouri-St. Louis 'was able to
score at the 75 minute mark from 18
yards out w ith a goal contributed by
Drew Wilson.
No more was to be scored from
either team, and UMR was able to hold
on for the win.
.
Coach Salisbury said of the game,
"It was the first game that ~e really
played well, we made some changes,
...tried some younger people .:.and focus on trying to play well an~ to get
better. Wejustmadesomeadjustrnents,
and things fell into place. It was kinda
fun. The team really gets up for:UMSL,
because' UMSL's dominated Rolla for
so long. UMSL came in, and_I think
they were a little flat, which o~viously
helped us, but we really play~ quite
well, and that was a big win for us, we
needed that."
Cautions issued in the game included a yellow card to Miner Jon
Kwantes and UMSL player Joshua
Eckrich.
Starting the game for UMR were

John Almeida, Brian Koscielski, Mike
Kiefer, Ashley Dupree, Scott Vogelsang,
Alan McMahon, 8.1. Stuhlsatz, Chris
Leonard, Gevan McCoy, Matt Long,
and Kevin Levy.
UMSL starters included Eckrich,
Joe Stolko, Chris Steinmetz, Derick
Kaspar, Scott Luczak, Ryan Inkley,
Kevin Pierce, Jason Aft, Joe Becker,
Dan Hugge, Kevin McCarthy.
The men next ventured to Fulton,
MO to take on William Woods.
The game ended in the same fashion, as the UMR men again emerged the
victors of a 2- 1 contest. McCoy was
able to score a goal early, about 10 minutes into the game, and William Woods
countered with around 40 minutes past.
According to Coach Salisbury the Miner
men had many chances to score but
were unable to. Salisbury said, "We
had a lot of chances and we didn't finish, we broke down and lost our intensity, and they stepped it up and scored."
In the second half the Miners scored a
goal with about 25 minutes left in the
game to go up 2- 1. Salisbury did not
believe they played as well as in the
previous game. "We were trying to focus on the game, but I think the guys
were looking ahead to Missouri Southern. Southern is a big rival, and one of
the team' s goals is to win the conference, and in order to. do that, we have to
go through Joplin. William Woods is
also a first year program, so I think our

As 8JIlazing as it may seem, the NBA season is only a month away.
Unlike in past years where big-name players, such as Shaquille O'Neil and
Charles Barkley, signed with new teams theis year's off season was fairly lowkey. Perhaps the biggest move that was made was the re-signing of the greatest
player of all-time Michael Jordan by the C hicago Bulls.
The Bulls found a way to keep in place, for probably the final time, the
terrifi c team of Phil Jackson, Scottie Pippen , and Michael Jordan. Unfortunately for true basketball fans, this wi ll most li kely be the last year that we
have the pleasure of seeing the the best player to ever play the game.
As Jordan has been mounting scoring title after scoring title, championship after championship the debate about who the greatest player ever has
been raging. In the end the argument really boils down to Jordan, W ilt Chamberlain, Oscar Robertson and Pistol Pete Marav ic h. I base this on pure talent,
championships won and performance under pressure. Unfortunately, we must
take Pistol Pete out of the running immediatly. He was never able to actualize
his immense talent.
Now we ' re left with three choices. To narrow down the field I first
went with pure statistics. Let' s start with Chamberlain. His Career slats look
like this: .540 shooting percentage , 22.9 rebounds per game, 4.4 assists per
game, 3 1419 total points averaging 30. 1 per game. Robertson's slats are as
follows: .485 shooting percentage, 7.5 rebounds per game 9 .5 assists per game,
and 26710 points at 25.7 per game. Jordan ' s stats look like this: .509 shooting, 6.3 rebounds per game, 5.6 assists per game, 2.6 steals per game, 26920
points at 31. 7 per game.
Added to this we can throw in some more interesting factS. In the 196061 season Oscar became the first and last player in NBA history t6 average a
triple-double for the season with 30.8 ppg, 11.0 assists pg, and 12.5 rpg.
Chamberlain scored 60 or more points 32 times during his career and is the a11time NBA leader in rebounds with 23, 924. Jordan has 5 NBA Finals MVP' s
to his credit.
, OK, OK I know all these numbers and stats are getting confusing and I
know I' ve already said who I picked so I'll get down .to the basis of my
selection. The Big " 0" while a phenomenal athlete and big-time player won
only one NBA championship during his career. While championships do~ ' t
make or break a great player they dO'count when considering the best ever.

see The ~est on page 17

see Miners on page 17

Here.is a list of All the Companies that will be at Industry Career Da)':

The

COC
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday,

Sept. 24, 1997
Centennial Hall
UC-East
Hear top recruiters from :
3M

GENERAL MOTORS
ANDERSEN CONSULTING AND
HUGHES INFORMATION SYSTEMS

talk about interviewing success
and answer your ql,lestions!

RECRUITE:R'S
ROlJNDTABLE

A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc
Inc.
Andersen Consulting

Alliance Blue CrossIBluc Shield
American CyanaJTIid Co.
Anheuser Busch Companies

Areo-Alaska

ASARCO Jnc.

Axis, Inc.
Bechtel Corporation
Bridge Infonnation Systems
Caterpiller. Jnc.
CornEd
Cooper IndustricsIBussmann
Daxcon
Dow Chemical Company
EDS Unigrnphics

Banick Goldstrike Mines
Benham Group
Case Corporations
Cemer COWOr.1lion
Continental Disc Corp.
esc Consulting
Dames & Moore
Eagle.Picher IndustrieS. Inc.
Edwards Jones & Co.

Ethyl Corp.

Federal.Mogul Corporation

Frilo Lay, Inc.
Engineering Services
Hal lmark Cards, Inc.
Heckethom Manufacturi ng
International Paper
LaFarge Corporation
Lexmarlc International
Magnum Technologies, Inc.
Midcom, Inc.
Motorola
National SlC:Ci
Olin Corporation
Raskas Foods, Inc.
Shelter Mutual Insurance
Sp;u;g & Co.rroday's Kid!
Su~i t Group, I ~c.
Texas Instruments
Tokusen
Union Electric
U,S. Gypsum Co.
U.S. Space &; Rocket Center
Wells Manuraccuring Co.

Fisher Controls International
Genernl Motors
Hal liburton
Hughes Infonnalion Systems
Jnet, Inc.
Leadet Inc.
Los Almos Nationall..3boratory
Marathon Oil CO.-Illinois
Metal Cul vens, Inc.
MK-FergusonlJacobs Engineering
Newmont Gold Comp3JlY
Phillips Petroleum Co.
Rcx:lcwell Avionics & Comm.
SBC CommunicationsiSW Bell
Sprint
Spectrum Healthcare Services
Technology Applications Inc.
Tower Automotive
Unioo Pacifi c
U.S. Marines
U.S. Steel
Western GeopbysicaJlW. Atl u

AUtd Corpor.uion Amdoc:s,
Alltec Indus tries Inc·
Alcoa
American Management Systems
Amoco Corporation
Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Archer Engineers
Ashland Petroleum Co.'
'Asscx:iation orlllino£s Electric
Barry-Wehmiller Grou p, Inc.
Baxter HealthC3rC
Bitmingh:am Steel Corp.
Boeing Company
Cargill, Inc.
Brooks Fiber Corrununications
CGN & Associates
, Ciry or Kansas City, MO
Conoco
Copeland Corporation
Contech Cor.struction Products
DST Systems
Digital Consult, & Software
Deere &; Company
Dow Coming Corporation
Eastman Chemical Co.
EmS1& Young
Empower Trainers &; Consultan
Federnl Bureau orInvesrigations
Ford Motor Co.
Gardner Denver
G:umin International
GE
Glenayre Electronics Inc
George Butler Associates, Inc
HBOC, Healtcare Inro. Systems
HBE Corporation
Howmet Corporation .
IBM Corporation
Intevac"lnc.
Kaiser Aluminum
Lockheed Mattin' Astronautics
Leon3rd's Metal
Lowrance Electronics, Inc.
LyondeU-Citgo Refining
MasterCard International
MaratJ)on Oil Co.-Wyoming
MEMC Electronic Materials Inc.
Missouri Dept. ofTransp.
M. W. Kellogg CO.
NEFF Power, Inc.
Nooter Corporalion
Nonhern Precision Casting
Procter &; Gamble
Progressive Recovery. Inc.
Raytheon Aircraft
Raytheon
Solutech
Shafer, Kline & Warn:n, Inc.
Schlumberger Wirelinc & Testing
Stanley Consultants Group
Symbois Logic
Systems &; Electronics, Inc.
The Williams Company (Wms Energy Gtp)
Toyota Motor
Transcypt Intern.ational. Inc.
United Construction
U.S. Army Material Command
U.S. Navy ·
U.S. Geological Survey-Mapping Divisi
USDA·Natural Res. Consv. Svcs
Wal-Mut Store's Inc.
Xerox Corporation
Worldcom
WorJdspan

As you can see, there are MORE companies than ever before and more
wanting to come. If you were thinking you would wait until the Spring
Career Fair, you might want to. change your mind. Here is a list of the
majors that they will :be looking for:
Mining

AE

Eman

Liberal Arts

Ceramic E
Chern
Chern E
Comp Sci
Econ
EE

Eng
GE
Geo
Geophysics
Geosciences
Humanities

Manufacturing Eng
Matenal Science
Math
ME
Met
Mgt Sys

MIS
NucE
PE - Petrology
Physi~s

For more specific infonnation, check the Career Opportunities Center's
web page at http://www.umr.edu/-career
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September 15-16
UMR - 8th/ 11
T24. Andy Laegler, 150; T24, Bob Naugle,
150; T24. Eric Fryatt, 150; T29. Ryan Turley,
151; 44. Bill Keuss, 157.

Women's Soccer to play UMSL
by Todd Monroe

Staff Writer

T u e s d a y
UMR-2
Missouri-Sf. Louis - 1

Saturday
UMR-2
William Woods - 1

Next on the agenda for the Uni·
versity of Missouri·Rolla women's soccer team are three consecutive home
games, beginning Tuesday, September
23, versus Missouri-St.Louis at 7:30
p.m.. The next two home games '!I"e
slated for the weekend, the first on Saturday, September 27 , against
Rockhurst, at 1 p.m. , and the second
against Baker on Sunday, September 28.
also at 1 p.m .
The Lady Miners are coming off
of a ' Saturday contest at Fulton, MO
against William Woods. The UMR
team came out on the winning end ofa
7·J victory.
.
According to the co~ch the

w<1men were able to get a win without
playing very well.
Coach Salisbury said,"The game
wasn't that close, we were not playing
that well but were still ahead 3·1 at half·
time.
It was an average game, we
played O.K. but we didn 't play tre·
mendous. We gave up a goal when we
didn't have to. The women 1 think were
also looking ahead a little bit at first.
We've got a big game ahead of us, against
UMSL. We don't have to win, but we
really need to win, so I don ' t think our
team was reall", concentrating on that
game."
The girl 's team is reportedly
quite healthy and in good shape with
no injuries to report.
mendous. We gave up a goal when we

1~

Davi(

F
pm

UMR - 21st / 39
61. Jennifer Frazer, 19:41; 82. Tracy Jones, 19:59;
102. Sheri Lentz, 20:12; 150. Sheryl Ziccardi, 20:44;
305. Julia Kuseski, 22:37; 337. Debbie Leonard,
23:11; 338. Mindy Settles, 23:14 .
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Branson Star Promotions Presents

It's not a rUmOr ... It's really happening!

October 3, 4, 5th - 1st Annual

Festa Jam "97"
Black Oak Mountain Amphitheater
Lampe Missouri
Three Days of Continuous Music,
Enetertainment, Arts, Crafts, Food &
Fun!!

SL

Nithout

legame
Jlaying
athalf·

ne, we
ay tte·
henwe
lkwere

15 bands in addition to none other than ...

ltfirst.
again~

butwe
nkour
In that

David Clayton Thomas

Howi and the Hill Cats

Three
Dog
Night

Opening for

Creedence
Clearwater

Blood
Sweat
&
Tears

Friday 7:30 pm

Saturday 7:30 pm

Sunday 2:00

.rtedly
~ with

lenwe

pm

Motel rooms, condos, and campgrouilds available!
Gate opens at noon.

1-800-754-7684
Get your Festa Jam 97 concert tickets online!

http://www.bransonlive.com
I;
4;

The Official Festa Jam "97" Web Site!

I~
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Comics----TRUE!

by Daryl Cagle

DAVE

by David Miller

~~
!ist and a
~:.vofa
JIIJlU'
/larne

That's Jake

Americans eat enough pizza in six years and four
months to completely cover the city of New York.

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

'Two words of advice :
Dump him."

'I'll rule this a "hostile" witness
and I guess I won't have to remind
counsel n(,)t to badger him again .'

MINER ADJUSTMENTS
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Gossip
an effort to alleviate the pain and suffering caused by the typing and publishing of the Campus Gossip, The Miner is charging a
1.25 fee for every gossip submission to The Miner. There are envelopes on The Miner Submission Box outside the office in 103A
. Norwood Halt. Thank YOior your understanding.
HAPPYBIRTIIDAY
DEBORAHHUMMEL!!!!!!
GeorgeJ.

lottel,

Think of a fist and a face.
Harness
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Happy Late birthday to Matt
Schottel!
YourBigBro
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LambdaChi,

Missing Something?
A&J

"Who's Your Daddy?
Women's Soccer KA'"
Mish

\,

"Well, son, what brings you
home without you r
laundry?"

~ annual com poun d r a lel Or IOla! refu m (periods ending 6I30197) D

•

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY
OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
i'l lhether you want a fund that selects

,VV ~pecific stocks, or one that covers the

.

l ark,t, w e'r e on th ~ San;t.e ,p age. Our CREF
;rowth and C REF Equity Index Accounts
d istin ct strategies for investing in the
Ise
tock market, but both a im to p rovide w hat
very sma rt investor looks for : long -term
Towth that outpaces infla tion, oo
Th e CREF G rowth Accou'n t search es
Jr individual companies that we be li eve
re poised for superior g r owth . In contrast,
1e Equity Index Account lo oks for more
diversification. with
a portfolio that.
seeks to mirror the
lye.)"
Sint"\"lnC'''£I loon
experience of the
4/ri/? 1

two

U,S . stock market a s a whole.
Like our CREF Stock Account" the largest
singly managed equity fund in ~ca:'0o. and
our G lobal Equities Account, .!ti~h actively
~IIIIII!I!IIIIII.IIII1111~ .seeks opportunities

. "Nice job, Haskell.But I don't
give extra credit ·for 'eluding
the police'!"

/

30J8%I26,6g'l 24,610/0 :~:~:: ::aged
I

~'ur

I

fem

Sin(':/~7.t(jO.,

by experienced

investment profeSSionals. They're the same
experts w ho have helped make TIAA-OREF
the largest pension system in the world, with
$190 billion in assets under management.
To find out more about building y our .
portfolio-and yo ur future -with TIAACREF. just call 1 800 842-2776. And take
your pi ck.

Visit us on the I n ternet at ~.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape

it.~

rht 101.11 ~I\'rns ~1'0\,;n for CRFF "/tr!."!b!!: ,mnuu\, .Hc:ounlS n::prc:~enl p.l I Pl'rt;"·m,.n~e. Tow.! !"Clurn, "".I .he pnll"I,.• 1 \'.1lu<" 01 inw~ltnc: tll ~ In
the: a~~unl~ ..... ,11 f1 .. nu,ut. "oJ \'ldds mil,' \',11''/. Upon rc:dc:mpl1 on. \'Qur .1ccumulouoon un;.s rna,' be "unl, m 're or In_ th.~n d,t'.r originAl p"«
InVUlmtnl ~ulu' J.rc "flrr ali tnv('~ lm enl..tdmtni~lr."\lu.,.. and Ji:>iribur.on c:.\pc:~~ h.we' ~c:n c.Ic:duclc:tf
These .• trounu;'.N'-.w." ilablC' lor
R.. llff mc:nl Annui" ... ~ IUh,«'1 10 the: lenns 0 1 ,1'O ljr 'n ~ mullon 'J. pLl.n -They Arc av;;r.,I"bl... ror all Supptemcru"llh·r.rC'menl Ann\litlc:~ 0 -&,ec.l on
l!,,('I~ uodtr m"n.~mc:'u CREF cc: nir, C/l I C'~ arc ,hSl nbulc, j by Tlt\A·CREF Intiiv"lu.,r and 1001.II,JI.onal &, .... 'CI:5. For mo rl'"'complc:ic tnlonom lon.
",dud."@: ch,t.rges anJ tll:p<"nloC~. c.lll 1 800 8-f2-2733. UI. 5509. for a p(QS PCc." U ~' Read ,he prnspeclU s cardulh- ~Iorc: ."'01.1 ",,(')1 or semI monc\

....... --

'''I always wanted to be a
professor of English, but I
never liked those jackets
with elbow patches."

UMR
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Music
from page 5
Sick" has that harpsichord keyboard
playing really mell ow chorus in the
background while Bob batters abo ut
how a relationship has gone bad . "Dirt
Road Blues" is a leg jiggli n' song that
even The King wou ld get up out·ofhis
bed , drop the eclairs that ooze outofhis
hands and start a shakin'. The entire
album is definitely NOT normal Dylan.
The album is well produced, story-like
and easy to listen to, even with that
nasally voice of his. I recommend to
anyone that likes almost story-I ike music,
to pick up this album when it comes out.
A definite collection adder.
Jimbob
House of Large Sizes
Glass Cockpit ·
WAR (What ~re Recurds)
Performance: 4
Sound Q: 5
The first song off the new release
from HOLS isanalmostguitarmirrorof
that ever known song "Santa Monica."
The song "Cranko-American" is more

Flower
from page 5
week. I said wi ld and crazy but I
really meant relaxing. Going to bed
sure sounds good. (Can yo u tell I
have an obsession with sleep?)
I thi nk that wedon ' tdo enough
relaxi ng on this campus with our
mill ion acti vities, homework assignments, projects and tests. If yo u do
have to worry about yesterday and
tomorrow, designate a carefree night.
If a night is too much. try a time
d uring the day. I take Friday nights
off. Those are Daisie's nights' I do
absolutely nothing. I may go to a
party sometimes but n10stl y Ili ke to
stay home, rent a movie and just
CH ILL! I thin k it is important to

like something that shou ld be played In
the background ofa Beav isand Bunhead
episode. I can ' t say that it's bad,j ust too
bizarre for even the normal ear to take in
3t on e time. Th e album does get better
with songs like "Carpool Lung," "Ball
Dropper" and "Lazy." Speaking of
"Lazy." this song too is almost a mock
of a group that I am sure most of us were
raised on. Jane's Add iction had to be a
major influence on this song ... if you
don't think so after hearing it, then shoot
me. (Actually don ' t, I can't afford the
medical bills right now.) I can't really
sum the album up as a definite stocking
stuffer or one of those never to return
boomerangs.
My favorite song would have to be
"Fingernail." It definitely wouldn ' t be
because of the lyrics, it must be from
that .guitar sound. It's got a really fresh
vintage fend er sound. Any guitar nulZ
wou ld kno w wha t I am talking
abo ut...simple and distorted ... but hip.
These guys are playing at the Side Door
in St. Louis on Friday with NIL-S.
Check them out, if you don ' t likeHOLS,
NIL-S will definitely tote the bill for the
drive with their music.-~ mbob
have time to relax and think abo ut
other things besides school. Tell
peopl e yo ur mother ca ll ed and put
yo u in time out!
Remember, during this fi rst
rou nd of tests, to not worry about
yesterday and to morrow. Prepare
for tomorrow and leave yesterday
alone. Worry abo ut what is in front
of you now. It is real ly important
that freshmen learn how to relax.
Don't freak out abo ut thi s round.
Believeme, there wi ll beplentymore!
Learn fro m your mistakes and try to
impr,ove yo ur skills.
I wish everyone luck on his or
her first round of tests I Kick some
serious butt because remember ,. Everyday is a kick"! Try to enjoy the
weath er and take rime out. Peace,
love and happiness!

became more

[rankly, quite gr

ALLTEL Cor poration is a
Fortune 500 company specializing in Telecommunications and
Information Services. ALLTEL
employs approximately 16,000
individuals and provides services
throughout the United States and
in 45 countries worldwide.
We offer career growth and
opportunity in a progressive envi-

ronment. Our be'nefits package
is supplemented by competitive
salaries and excellent working
conditions. We also provide you
with an excellent training program.
An ALLTEL representative will be
on campus to conduct an information session on October 8th
and interviews on October 9th

and 10th for the position of
Programmer Trainee. If you are
a senior or graduate student in
Computer Science,
General
Business, Mathematics, Liberal
Arts or a related field · of study,
and have a C3PA 3.0+, please go
to your Career Services office for
additional. information, deadlines,
and interview sign-up. We look
forward to speaking with you!
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Women
from page 5
attract the woman with no personality
or sense ofhurnor, there is no chance in
keeping her. An attractive, boring date
may last one or two dates, but a semiattractive man wi th a sparkling repartee
is a keeper and interesting for months.
(There is much hope, because for a'lot of
women, beauty is definitely on ly skin
deep.)
Women also look fOT kindness,
gentleness and a slight romantic nature
in men. A man is worth keepi.ng if he
brings a flower ora thoughtful gift every
once in a while,just because they thought
it would be mce. (Foral l youwho would
like to know, the gift does not have to be
expensive. Sometimes a flower picked
along the road is just as treasured as if
you went out and spent money at a
store.) Along with the kindness, there
is a side note. A man can be too kind and
attentive, ifhe followsthewoman ~ound

every minute possib le or seems 100
pushy when a woman is looking to take
things a lot slowerthan the man realizes.
I must admi t it. Looks do have
some value in the select ion of a male
companion. Most women who are six
feet tall wo uld not want to date a man
who is 5' S" or less. Again , that is a
matter of the indi vidual person's preferences. Some girls might be reall y attracted to a man with longer hair rather
than one with shorter hair.
It is the little things that count in,
making the relationship last though.
Opening a door for a girl is a sweet and
considerate thing to do. If you feel your
relationship is getting a little dull take
her out and surprise her and she will
respect you a lot more for it.
Considering that there are 'a lot
more men here than women and it might
be hard to discern what a woman wants.
I hope that this answered at least a few
questions about the mysterious opposite sex.

Greek members payed a dollar to bash up a car with a sledge hammer during the Greek
photo by Boyd Niesen
Carnival at Lyons Park last Friday.

George
from page 5
burden. I always thought it was a
privilege," George said.
George works with the UMR staff
to make sure each student has an equal
opportunity to learn. "I do staff training
on sexual and racial harassment avoidance. [Chancellor John Park] would like
for [UMR] to be a non-hostile environ-

Humor
from page 6
So I turned to the Encyclopedia
Brittanica forthe rest of my in-depth
research . Whi le reading, I discovered
the following startling facts:
I) Canada was in the Gu lf War of
199 1. The fiv e so ldiers of Canada's
proud army foug ht gallantly in the
face of many trials, mainl y the lack of
ice in the desert
2) Ice is not Callada's on ly export.
They also produce largeq uantities of

ment that has maximum production
without interference from extraneous
factors," George said. "We want to
ensure that your self-esteem is not going
to be moderated. If your self-esteem is
maintained, then your chance of succeeding is enhanced. "
To help us understand the state of
diversity in our society today, George
paints a picture: Imagine a hill filled with
flowers. There are dandelions, daisies

and tulips. We look at these flowe
together and say they are beaUl1ful, bu
according to George, we don ' t seem!
find the beauty in the diversity ofd
human race. George wants UMR sI1
dents to embrace the diversity they ,
on campus.
"I wan t to get all campus and etho
groups to be more supportive of
another," George said. _"If I
achieve that, I think I could retire."

strange-looking license plates, fl ags with
a leaf on them, and most importantly,
Canadian bacon. Where would the
pizza industry be without them Canadians?
3) Legend has it that Canada was discovered by Olaf and Bessy Svensen of
Minnesota. This happened wIien Mrs.
Svensen left the parking brake of her car
off onl y to find it the next morning in a
potential country. She named this country after the bacon that she ordered on
her pizza the night before.
4) Many .of our favorite rock bands

originated from the land up north.
Bandssuch asOur Lady Peace, Knock
Rocker and many, many more trace
their roots to the bars and pubs of
Canada.
5) Conada has actually committ.ed an
act of war against the U.S. This
occurred in the eighties when they
sent us Rick Moranis (MORON-is).
The nex t time you talk about
our friends from Canada. be careful
before you stereotype them. Re·
member, Canadians are people Just
li ke you al)d,me. On I" ,weirder.
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Miners
from page 11
team was thinking a little bit that they
were going to be a little easier. When
we didn 't score some of our chances,
that made it a little harder because they
became more intense. They were
frankly, quite good. There were much
better than your typical first year pro-

gram."
One serious injury occurred during the competition. Joel Warneke broke
his leg and the game was delayed while
he was transported to the hospital.
Warneke suffered a break to both the
tibia and fibia bones in his leg, and is
easily expected out for the rest of the
season.
Sunday, September 21 , the men
played their third garne of the week
against Missouri-Southern in Joplin,
MO. Again, the Miners were able to
come out on the winning end under th.e

afternoon sun.
UMR opened the scoring with a
goa l by McCoy, assis ted ' by
Wojtkiewicz, near the 25 minute mark
of the matchup.
The score would not change until Missouri Southern evened the point
total with an unassisted goal from Justin Buarge early in the second half The
goal that put UMR on top for good
was scored by Josh Small, assisted by
Chris Leonard at hte 85 minute mark
of the game. When asked about the
game Salisbury said, "We really played
well, it is a tough place to play, they are
a good team, a very hard-working team,
and they really try to beat you by outworking you. We were playing at
Joplin, which is tough, too, ... we had to
drive three hours to get there, and they
·get a pretty good crowd, you never
know how the r~ferees are going to be,
and its kind of funky. Rolla hadn't
beaten Southern in a long time .. .in at
least five years. They are a tough team,

they have gOI a 101 of seniors, and this
really was supposed to be their big year.
It was a tough game, they played hard ,
and we played hard, and we had a couple
of people step up and really play well.
We had a walk-on fres hman who
stepped up and scored the winning

goal,"
No other very serious injuries
were reported from this last game, however it was noted that several players
were still trying to recover from a very
rough game a couple of weeks back
against Missouri Valley.
.
Starting the game versus Missouri
Southern were Jeff Hougland, Almeida,
Koscielski , Kiefer, Wojtkiewicz,
[lupree, Vogelsang, McMahon,
Leonard, McCoy, and Long. Southern
started players Ben Butler, Kiley Cirilb,
Ryan Huntley, Matt Penner, Shane
Delemaz, Shawn Delemaz, Bryon
Brust, Buarge, Jose Suarez, Ryan
Rupar,and Todd Eaton.

The Best .
from page 11
Chamberlai n, while perhaps
sporting the most impressive stats of
the lot, was a seven foot player in a 66 league. Chamberlain r arely was
guarded by players who were taller Ihan
6-9 and when he was he often struggled.
Bill Russell often got the upper hand
on Chamberlain in head-Io-head matchups. [fWilt had to play against today's
seven footers on a day in and day out
basis would he still have put up those
impressive numbers?
That leaves us with Mr. Jordan.
This past year can perhaps sum up what
makes Jordan the best ever beyond the
numbers. He lead the Chicago Bulls to

their fifth NBA title in five appearances.
He also showed the toughness and performance under pressure that puts him
over the top of all the oth'er talented
players. In Game I of the Finals Jordan sank a buzzer-beater at the end of
the game to win it. And, despite coming down with a stomach virus, scored
38 points in Game 5.
What does all of this mean. Well,
first of all, bad news for the rest of the
NBA. We canjustabout count on, barring injury, another championship ring
for Jordan and the Bulls. However diehard fans of other teams, take note,
when Jordan' s one-year kabigillion dollardeal, Jackson's kilijillion dollar deal,
and Pippen's deal all run out, you may
see the end of the career of the greatest
player of all-time.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo6oooooo000000000~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This wee.k's M-Club Athletc;-ofthe Week is Nataiie Sanders..
t:Jlidfieldet: for. the Laqy Miner Soccer Team. Sbe was named Athlete
wcieK·fo~ berperf9rmance sofar this season. Sbescoredsix goals and an
in just /WO gam~s. She is also the sin$Ie' season record holder fol'gol;is
pointS at lJMR..

the

Rolla City Limits
At the Ramada Inn Rolla
Wednesday is College Night,
Well Drinks
and
Draft Specials
.. with~ANY College ID
Thursday
~mg and Dance
Karoake and Dance :0J
Friday ~nC1 8amtda
Live Bands
New Bands
Rock and Country
21 and Over Only
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They're in touc~, in transit and in demand ... on-site, on-line and on-the-

MEET WITH ·ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

. move . . . irilpr'pving businesses, envisioning future technologies and driving change .. ~ thinking outside the box, designing solutions ~ nd delivering
value to customers.

University of Missouri - Rolla
Industrial Career Day 9/25

They're Ernst & Young Management Consultants, and they're going places making a globG\1 impact in one of the most dynamic fields of the 90s and
. beyond.
As an Ernst & Young Management Consultant, you'll help companies from
Fortune 1,000 giants to Silicon Valley start-ups explore new strategies, meth-

we' ll put all the strength of our industry-leading organization behind your own
delivering ideas· and solutions from 89 offices worldwide, we provide an
and learn with a proven leader in today's business.
contact: Mike WilSon, Campus Recruiiing Manager, Ernst & Yo~ng
14) 259-1618. Please visit our web site at: http://www.ey.com. No phone
.
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Employment
- - - - - - Full-Time
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Method: PRS·OPEN
4ll5O Legato RDad
Interview Date: 10116
.Fairfax, VA 22033
Attn: Ms. Carter Iseman, Recruiting Coordinator
~Level:BM MinimumGPA: 2.950
Mlijors: ELEC CMPS MGTS ECON .
Orad Dates:0597 12970593 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
PositionAvailable: Consultant

Position Location: Chicago; AL; Nor, VA:. other major U.S. cities
Deadline for submitting resume: September 26
PRE·RECRUITMENTMEETING: Wednes, Oct 15, 7:00 p.m.· Silver & Gold Room
Information on position available in 301 Norwood. Hall

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 NEAdamsStreet
Interview Date: 10114
Peoria, IL 61629·1490 '
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.800
Majors: EMAN MECHMET CIVL
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0798
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available; Marketing Development

Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes; September 26
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Mon, Oct 13 . 7:00 p.m .· Place to be announced
Infurmation on position available in 30 1 Nornood. Hall

bttp:llwW\" .amsUlc.com

MUST have 2.80 GPA in major and overall www.CAT.com

ARGO ALASKA, INC.
Method: PRS·OPEN
700GStreet
Interview Date: 10115, 10116, 10117
Anchorage, AI( 99501
Attn: Mr. Mark Eck, Kuparuk Production Superintendent
DegreeLevel:BM MinimumGPA: 2.850
'
Majors: CHEMECHPETR
.Orad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

CATERPILLARCOMPAl,\'Y
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 NE AdamsStreet
Interview Date: 10115
Peoria, IL 61629·1490

Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional EmpioYlllen
DegreeLevel:BM MinimumGPA: 2.800
Majors: ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0798
Citizenship: USIPerm

Citi22nship:
Position Available: Operates/Analytical Engr: Facility Engr: Reservoir

Position Location: Anchorage. AI{; Plano. Houston, Midland, TX,
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 29
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tnes, Oct 14 ·.6:30p.m.·G5 Human-SocSci
Method: PRS·OPEN
BrBB AND ASSOCIATES INC
6750 Antioch Road
Interview Date: 10114, 10115
Shawnee Mission, KS 66204
Attn Ms Betty Curley, Recruiter
~Level:B MinimumGPA: 2.850
Majors: CHEELECCIVLMECH
Orad Dates 1297 00

Citi22nship:

PositionLxation: Various
~ Deadline for submmitting resumes:

September 26
PRE-RECRUITMENI'MEETING: Wednes, Oct 15· 7:00 p.m.·The Gallery·UCE
Information on }X)Sition avcillable in 301 Norwood Hall

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE
Method: Open
P.O. Box 7730, MIS KI5
Interview Date: 09/26
Wichita, KS 67277·7730
Attn Ms. Deanna Fitzsimmons, College Relations
DegreeLeve~BMPhD MinimumGPA: 2.500
Majors: AERO CIVL MECH
Orad Dates:0597 12970593 0793
Citizenship: US'Perm
Position Available: Information Available in 301 Norwood Hall
Position Location: Wichita, Kansas
OPENSIGN·UPDATE: Immediately •
Company applications available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.meing.com

MUST have 2.80 GPA in both overall I\Ddmajor. www.CAT.com
CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 NE Adams Street
Interview Date: 10116
Peoria, IL 61629-1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.800
Majors: ELECMECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0793
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available: Engineering and Research

Positionl..ocation: Various
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 26
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Oct 15·7:00 p.m.·TheGallery·UCE
Infurmation on position available in 30 1 Norwood. Hall
MUST have 2.80 GPA in overall and major. www.CAT.com

BOEING·ST. LOUIS
. Method: PRS-OPEN
5547 Phantom Drive
Interview Date: 10107
Hazelwood, MO 63042
.
Attn: Ms. Sheila Lake, Senior Stalling Representative
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.850
Majors: AERO ELF.r: r:MPS
Grad Dates:0597 12970593 0798
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Avionic Engr & Flight Simulation
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 26

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
100 NE Adams Street
Peoria, IL,61629·1490

Attn: M s. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen

lnfunnation on position available in SOl Norwood Jfall

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950 .
Majors: METMECH
Orad Dates 1297 0593 0793
Citizenship: USlPerm
PositionAvailable: EngineerTrainee'
PositionLocatioo: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 25
PRE-RECRUITMENI' MEETING: Monday, Oct 13· 7:00p.m. ·Mark Twain Room
Infurmationonposition available in 301 Norwood Hall
WWW.caqpn.com
CARGILL, INC.

Sidney, OH 45385
Attn Mr. Tony Kertz, ProductionSupervisor
DesreeLevel:B MinimumGPA: 2.950
Majors: CHEMECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0793

MUST have 2.80 GPA in major and overall. www.CAT.com
CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 NE Adams Street
Interview Date: 10116
Peoria, IL 61629·1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.800
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0793
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: InformationSystems

MUSThave2.80GPAinbothmajorandoverall www.CAT.com

Citizenship: US'Perm
Position Available: ProductionSupervisor
PositionLocation: Various
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 25
PRE-RECRUITMENI'MEETING: Monday, Oct 13 · 7:00p.m.· Mark Twain Room
Infurmationon position available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.caqpJlcom

CONOCO, INC.
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 2197: TR3036
Interview Date: 10115, 10116
Houston, TX 77252-2197
Attn: Ms. Carole Menninger
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors: CHEELECCIVLMECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0793
Citizenship: US'Perm
Position Available: Downstream Refining & Technology

Position Location: Various
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 29
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tnes, Oct 14· 6:30p.m.· MeramecRoom·UCE
Students interviewing take copy oftranscript to the interview
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall

CASE CORPORATION
Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10108
7 South 800 County Line Road
Bun: Ridge, n 60521
Attn: Mr. GlennKuhat, Campus Recruiting Coord.
llegm,Level:BMPhD MinimumGPA: 3. 150
Maio",: ELECMETMECHCMPSPHYSEMCS
OradDates:0597129705930798 .
cm,.,nship: USIPerm
.
Position Available: lnformationavailable in 301 Norwood Hall

.

Deadline for subD\itting resumes: September 25
PRE-RECRUlTMENTMEETING:Tnes, Oct 7; 6:30p.m.· 201 Norwood Hall

WWw.casemrp.com

Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 26
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Oct 15· 7:00p.m.·TheGallery· UCE
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall

Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 26
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Oct 15· 7:OOp.m.·TheGallery· UCE
Information on position available in 301 Norwood. Hall

Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10114, 10115

Position l..ocation: Same as above

Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/16

DegreeLevel:BM MinimumGPA: 2.800
Majors: METCHE
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0793
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Engineeting & Research

CARGILL INC . . NORTHStar steel
Method: PRS·OPEN
P.O. Box 5697, Dept. 1
Interview Date: 10114, 10115
Minneapolis, MN 55440-5697
Attn: Ms Karen Werner, Recruiting Coordinator'

~ Industrial Drive

Position Available: Service Support
Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 26
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Oct 15· 7:00p.m.· The Gallery . UCE
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood. Hall
MUST have 2.80 GPA in overall and major. www.CAT.com
CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 NEAdamsStreet
Interview Date: 10115
Peoria, IL 61629·1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen
DegreeLevel: BM MinimumGPA: 2.800
Majors: ELECMECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0593 0793
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available: FoundryOperations

Position Available: Not available
Position Location: Shawnee Mission, I>S
Deadline for submitting resume: September 24
bttp:l/www.bibb.com

,
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Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10115

Houston, TX 77~2·2197
Attn; Ms. Shorn Thomas, Sr. AdvisorIRecruiting
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Ml\jono: PETR .
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi2enship: USIPerm
Position Available: Summer lntern: possible Entry Level Engr

Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 29

PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tues. Oct 14 . 6:30 p.m.' Meramec Room _ UCE

Students interviewing take ropy of transcript to the inverview.

LAFARGE CORPORATION
Method: PRS·OPEN
11130 Sunrise Valley Dr# 300
Interview Date: 10108
Reston, VA 20 191
Attn: Mr. Joseph Sanneman, Recruitment Manager
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.850
MlIion" CHEELECGEEMETCERCIVLMECHMlNGEOL
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi2enship:USlPerm
Position Available: Infurmation available in 301 Norwood Hall
Position Location: OH: lL; MO; MI
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 23
PRE-RECRUITMENI'MEETING:Tues. Oct 7, 7:00p.m.· Centennial Hall West
www.lafargeoorp.oom

Infurmation available in 301 Norwood Hall
CONTINENI'ALDlSK CO RPO
Method: PRS·OPEN
3 160 West Hartland Drive
Interview Date: IUlI3
Liberty, MO 64068
Attn: Mr. Brent York, Engineer Design Manager
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors: AEROMEC H
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
Citi:zenship: USIPerm
Position Available: Design Engr. Manufacturing Engr.
Position Location: Liberty. MO

Deadline for submitting resumes: September 26
www.contdisc.com
DAMES & MOORE
Method: Open
lnterview Date: 09124
72 1 Emerson Road, Suite 220
63141
Attn: Mr. Dnminic J . Grana, P.E.
Degree Level: BM Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors: CHE GEE CIVL
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi:zenship:
Position Available: Entry Level Engineer
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Immediately
S~Louis.MO

DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
2301 N Brazosport Blvd
lntervijlw Date: IUlI4
Freeport, TX 77S41·3~7
Attn: Mr. Steve R Ellebrach~ Sr. ReSearch Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors: CHEM CHE ELEC
Grad Dates:I297 05980798
Citi:zenship: USlPerm
PooitionAvailable: Elec Engr.Power; C~mist
Position Location: TX; MI; Global
/
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 29
Infurmationon position available in}Ol Norwood Hall
Students interviewing must take fDPY of transcript and company
application to interview. Apps in 30 I Norwood
'
Method: PRS·OPEN
DOW CHEMlCALCOMPANY
2301 N Brazosport Blvd
lnterview Date: IUlI4
Freeport, TX 7764I·3~7
Attn: Mr. Steve R Ellebrach~ Sr. Research Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
MlIiors: CHEMCHECMPSMECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi:zenship:

Position Available: Development Engineer
Position Location: China, Vietnam: India;Taiwan;

MI CROSOFT
Method: PRS·OPEN
One Microsoft Way
lnterview Date : IUl I6, lUII7
Redmond , IVA 98052
Attn: Ms. Mary Blain, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Leve l: B M PhD Minim um GPA: 2.000
M~~ :
AMTHELEC PHYSCMPS
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798

Position Available: Software Design: Software Test: Program Manager
Position Location: Redmond, WA
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 29

www.microsoft.com/coUegei
MINNESOTA MINlNG& MFG
Method: Open
3M Cente r Bldg. 224· IW
lnte rview Date: IUl I6
St. Paul, MN 55 144
Attn: Ms. Pam Brokaw, College Rei Coordinator
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2. 950
MlIjo~ :
CHEELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USIPerm

Position Available: Information available in 301 NolVr'ood Hall
Position Location: St Paul, MN; Austin, TX; other sites in the U.S.
OPENSIGN·UPDATE: Octnber2· 8:00a.m .
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall

www.mmm.oom
MOTOROLA · SEMICONDUCT

Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10113
Austin, TX 78704-1294
Attn: Mr. Rodney Gee,
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.650
M~rs :
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi:zenship:
Position Available: lnformation available in 801 Norwood Hall
Position Location: Austin. TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 24
PRE·RECRUITMENTMEETING: Sunday, Oct 12· 7:00p.m anmunced..

One Texas Center MD BL

EAGLE-PI CHER INDUSTRIES
PO Box 47

Method: PRS·OPEN

Interview Date: 09/26

Joplin. MO 64802
Attn; Mr. Carl Holmes. Director, Human Resources
Deirree Level: B Minim um nPA: 2.000
MlIjors: CHE ELEC MECH CER
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi20nship:
TIlJS SCHEDULE WlLL BE SEI' UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT TIlE CAREER FAIR
ON THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 25, 1997 ATTHE MUL11·PURPOSE BUILDING. IF
lNI'ERESTED SEE =\1 ATTIlEIR BOOTH ON THAT DAY.
GARMlN INTERNATIONAL

1200 East 15 1st Street

Me thod: PRS·OPEN

Interview Date: 10106

Olathe. KS 66062
Attn: Ms. Laurie Minard. HRManager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majo~:
ELEC MECH CMPS AMTH PHYS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

Position Location: lnfonnation not available
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 24
www.garmin.oom
lLLlNOiS DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
Method: Open
2300 South Dirksen Par
Interview Date: l U116
Springfield. lL 62764
Attn: Ms. Stephanie Edwanls, E mployment Specialist
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
M~~ :
CIVL
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Civil Engineer Trainee

Position Location: Statewide
OPENSIGN·UPDATE: October2 · 8:00 a.m .
Completed IDOT application and transcript required at time ofinte.rview.
Applications available in 30 I Norwood
Method: PRS·OPEN
INGRAM MICRO
I GOO East St. Andrew Place
lnterview Date: IUlIO
Santa Ana. CA 92705
Attn: Ms. Laurie Barclay, CoUeg. Relations
Degree Level: B Minimum GP A: 2.000
MlIiors: ELEC EMAN CMPS MECH
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798
Citimnship:
Position Available: Proa!ss Engr; Systems Engr; Test Engr; Industrial

Position Location: Nationwide
Deadline fur submitting resum e:
www.mgram..auao.oom

Engr
September~

Maprs: CHECHI

8900 East Washington Blvd

Msthod: PHS-OPEN
NORTHRUP GRUMMAN CORPORATION
lnterview Date: IUlI5

MinimumGPA: 2
SigD.upreleased
Wrrl:LocatilD: Ha

Pico Rivera, CA 90660-3783

start\sta>q> ' u1

Attn: Ms. Stephanie Moreno, Corporate College Recruitin
DegreeLevel:BMPhD MinimumGPA: 2.950
M~rs:
AMTH ELEC PHYS CMPS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 07
Citizenship: USOnIy
Position Available: Electrial Enir, Software Engr.
Position Location: Rolling Meadows, IL
Deadline for submitting resume: September 25
www.oorthgrum.oom

PMnmRVIEW!

MaJaysialSingaporelfhailand
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 29
Students interviewing take transcript and complete oompany
application to the interview. Apps in 301 NolVr'ood

(lxnpaor. Ameri<aJ
OateoIInterview'

ORYl( ENERGY COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 28801 3155 Noel
I nterview Date: IUlI5
Dallas, TX 7522 1·2880
Attn: Mr. Steven M. Church, Manager, HR Services
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.550
MlIjors: CHEGEE MECH PETR
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi:zenship:

:'.).<jitionAvailable: Reservoir Engineer
P OSll..
T r.cation: Dallas, TX
Deadline 101 ~ubmitt ing resumes: September 26
www.oryx.oom
PROCTE R & GAMBLE COMPANY
Me thod : PRS·OPEN
One Procter & Gamble Plaza
lnterview Date: I Ul2 1. 10122
Cincinnat~ OH 45202·33 15
Attn: Ms. Barbara HolIm a n. Scheduling Coordinator
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm

Position Available: Plant Manufacturing Management
Position Location: Cape Girardeau, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 24
PRE-RECRUlTMENI' MEETING: Wednes. Sept 24· 6:30p.m.· Missouri !lopm·UCE
http://www .pg.comicaree~

SHELL OlL COMPANY
PO Box 81 3, 8806 FM 14
Simonton, TX 77476·9989

Method: P RS·OPEN
I nterview Date: IUl08. lUIOO

Attn: Ms. Vem a Davis, Sr. Human Resources Asst
Degree Level: B M Minimu m GPA: 2.950
~rs:
CHE GEEMECHPETR
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citi:zenship: USlPenn
Position Available: Information available in 30 1 NolVr'ood Hall
Position Location: New Orleans. LA: Houston, TX
Deadline fur submitting resume: September 29
Infurmation on position available in 30 1 NolVlood Hall
TIlJS WlLLBEA VIEWNETINI'ERVIEW
www.sbelJus.oom
SPRINT
Method: PRS·OPEN
9300 MetcalfKSOPKB 100
lnterview Date: IUlI5
Overland Park, KS 66212
}\ttn: Ms. Cindy Fine,
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
MlIiors: ELEC CMPSMGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
PooitionAvailable: Network Engr.

Position Location: Kansas City Metro Area
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 25
PRE-RECRUlTMENI'MEETING: Tues, Oct 14· 7:00p.m.· Missouri Room·UCE
www..".sbsmm.oom

(lxnpanr. AsbIaM I
Da~oIInterview:

!Wn: CHEME<

lJSIPerm
MinimumGPA: 2.
Si«n·upreleased
Wrrl:LocatilD:Ca
AssistinoonductiI

mimti~

r<portaq>ert!etn
1Ilrt11ta>q>worI

(lxnpanr.BamrH,
Da1otilnierviow:

I!Jjon:CHEEW

Minimum GPA: i
Sicn·up.,1eased
Wrrl:IJxaIim.Mc

81ARTISI'OO-Op
BAmRISBEQU
8&FORB INl1!RV
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SPRINT
Method: PRS-OPEN
9300 Metca1fKSOPKB 100
Interview Date: 10115
Overland Park. KS 66212
Attn: Mr. Jan K Price, Program Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors: ELECCMPSMGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
Method: PRS-OPEN
1 Metroplex Drive
Interview Date: 10/06
Birmingharo, AL 35253
Attn: Mr. Darren Hicks, Employee Relations Special
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors: CIVLMECHMIN
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798

Citizenship:

Citizenship:

Position Available: Software Engr
Position Location: Kansas City Metro Area
Deadline for submitting resumes: Septerulr.r 25
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tues. Oct 14 - 7:00 p.m.- Missouri Room-UCE
www.sprintoom

Position Available: Operations Trainee
Position Location: AL; AR; KY
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22

Co-Op
Company: AI< Steel
Sign-up Method: PRS -OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10127
Majors: CHE ELEe MECH EMAN MET
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 1016197 DEADLINE 10113197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: MIDDLETOWN,OIllO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: BHP Minerals
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10128
Majors: MET CHE
MinimumGPA: 2.000 Mustbe JuniorSenior standing.
Sign-up released 1017197 DEADLINE 101I4I978AM
WORK WCATION: RENO, NEVADA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
lNFORMATIONMEETING ON OCTOBER 27 - DETAIL'l ANNOUNCED LATER

Sign-up Method: Open
Company: A1ea Controls
Date of Interview: 10106
Majors: CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2:450 Mustbe Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9122197 DEADLINE 1013197 8AM
,Work Location: St. Louis, MIssouri
. STAAT lSTOO-OP WORKJANUARY 1998TlffiOUGHSUMMER 1998
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE CO-OP OFFICE 303 D NORWOOD HALL

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Cargilllnearporated
DateofIntereew: 10/16
Majors: CHE MECH
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior .tanding .
Sign-up released 9124197 DEADLINE 1012197 8AM
Work location- Midwest
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 13, 1997 7-8PM
MARK TWAlN ROOM, UCE
START ISTCO-OPWORKSESSIONMAYIJUNE 1998
NOTASUMMERJOB - CO-OP POSITIONS

Sign-upM~thod: , PRS-OPEN
Company: Aluminum Co. ofAmerica
Date of Interview: 10107
Majors: ELEC
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.350 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9116197 Deadline 9123197 8am

Company: Caterpillar
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/30
Majors: MECHELECCHEMET CMPS
Minim um G PA: 2 750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 1019197 DEADLINE 10116197
WORKWCATION: PEORlA,lLLlNOlS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
1998 SESSION DATES: JANUARY20-MAY8
MAY26-AUGUST 14

Work Location: DavenJX)rt, Iowa
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIOR MAY 1998

45 MINUTE INJ'ERVIEWS
Company: American Cyanamid Company
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 09/26
Majors: CHE CHEM CMPS
Minimum GPA: '2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9112197 Deadline: 9119196 8AM
Work Location: HannibaL Missouri

AUGUST2~DECEMBERII

Company: Cerner Corporation
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10109
Majors: ELEC CMPS MGTSAMTH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mustbe SophomoreJunior standing.
Sign-up released 9118197 Deadline 9126197 8AM
Work Location: Kansas City, MO
start 1ST co-op work session JANUARY 1998, MAYIJUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98
INFORMATIONMEETINGOCT8,6-7PM216MCNUTTHALL
PLEASE ATTEND

start 1st co-op work sess.ion spring 1998
PM INJ'ERVIEWSONLY
Company: Ashland Petroleum Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Date of Interview: 09126
Majors: CHE MECH
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.
Sigil-ul>released 916197 sign-up posted. Deadline 9112197 8AM
WorkLocatiOn: Catlettsbuq:, Kentucky
Assist in oonducting environmental. health and safety oompliance
reviews offacilities, site visits, assist in oompiling review
reports, operate tracking system; and reviewiJ;lg proposed legislation.
start lst~worksessionJanuary 1998
Company: Bax1er Healthcare
Date ofInterview: 10113
~:

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Company: Dames & Moore
Date of Interview: 09124
Majors: CHECIVLGEEGEOL
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 913197. DEADLINE 9110197 Sam
WORK WCATION: KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
START ISTOO-OP WORK SESSION .TANUARY 1998
NOTE: SAME OOMPANYINJ'ERVIEWING -JUST FROM DIFFERENT WCATIONS -ST.
KANSAS CITY AND ST. WUlS -IF INJ'ERESTED, MAYSIGN-UP FOR BOTH

. Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

CHEELECEMANMECH CHEM .

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9122197 DEADIJNE 9129197 SAM
Work Location. Mountain Home, Arkanaas
STAR!' lSTOO-OPWORKSESSIONJANUARY 1998
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STUDENTTO PICKUP A BROCHURE AND READ IT
BEFOREINl'ERVIEW AND WOK AT ANNUAL REPORT.
I

- 'j)"lllles

'1"U" lhin(J?

Consider app!Ylng for ASUM's legislative Intern Program.
Applications being taken through September 26. 1997.
".a lifetime of experience

til Undergo extensive legislative training
t/ Become a registered lobbyist With the
Missouri Ethics Commission .'
t/ Learn about the legislative process first
hand
t/ Receive six hours of political science credit
·Requirements:

til
t/
t/
t/

Must be at least sophomore level
MuSt have a minimum GPA of 2,8
Must enroll for six credit hours of internship
Cannot enroll in more than six addt'l hours

Mechanical

This spring, join

Tour de Curediabetes

one of the biggest

fund raising events in history_

UMR

AA~~~i~;;'~~betes Association

Department Shirts on Sale
Now!
See trophy case outside
MEI04 for details_
Don't miss out 'cause these
shirts are really nice!

1·800·
TOUR·888
(1-808-868·7888)

1,pr
~ure. ·

.Engineering

ASME Meeting at 7 PM
Wednesday in MEI04

Sign up today, call

or visit us at

i' .j"
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Company: Dames & Moore
Sign-up Method : PRS· CLOSED
Date of Interview: 09/24
M!\iors: CRE CIVLGEEGEOL
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Mustbe Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 913197 sign-ups posted . Deadline 9/ 10/97 8am

Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri
start 1st co-ap work session January 1998 andlor MaylJune 1998
BROCHURES AVA!LABLE 304 NORWOOD HALL
NOTE: SAME COMPANY INTERVIEWING, JUST FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS· ST.
LOUlS AND KANSA~ CITY, MO· MAY S IGN·UP FOR BOTH
Company; Deere a nd Company
Date ofIntel"View: 1010 1
M!\iors: CMPS MGTS

Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN

~::r:m

GPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore standing.
Sign·up released 9/10197 Deadli ne 9/17;97 8am
WOIU<LOCATION: POSSlliLEANYDEEREUNITINTHEUS
START 1ST CO·OP WOIU< SESSION SPIUNG 1998
INFORMATION MEETING, 201 NORWOOD, 6·8 PM SEPTEMBER30
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
HOMEPAGE ADDRESS: http://www.deere .com

Company: Deere and Company
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/09
M!\iors: ELECMECHEMAN
USIPerm
Minimum GPA; 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign·up released 9118197 Deadline 9/25197 Bam
Work location; Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin
Students must be willing tooomplete 3·5 work sessions before
graduation

.

INFORMATION MEETINGIPIZZA PARTY: 1018197 MERAMCEROOM, UCE 6·8PM
Look up information onHomepage Address: http://www.deere.com
Company: Dow Chemical Company
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date oflntetview: 10114
Majors: CRE ELEC
MinimumGPA: 2.800 Mustbe SophomdreJWliorSenior standing.
Sign·up released 9/23197 Deadline 9130/97 8:00am
Work Location: Freeport, TX, Midland, Michigan
START ISTCO·OP WORK SESSION JM/UARY 1998 AND/OR MAY /JUNE 1998 THROUGH
AUGUST 1998
Company: Dyna10gic Engineering
sib·up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of Interview: 09129
M!\iors; eRE ELEC EMAN MECH PHYS CMPS
MinimumGPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up released 9/8197 DEADLINE 9/ 15/97 8AM
WOJU{LOCATION: ST. LOUlS, MISSOUIU
START ISTCO·OP WOIU< SESSION JANUARY 98 ANDIORMAY /JUNE 1998
Company: Dynetics
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10110
M!\iors: AERO ELEC MECH AMTH PHYS CMPS
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign.up released 9/ 19197 DEADLINE 9/26197 8AM
WOJU{ LOCATION: HUNI'SVILLE, ALABAMA AND FORTWALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
START 1ST CO·OP WOJU{SESSION JANUARY 98, MAY/JUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAll..AllLE ATCO·OP OFFICE 303D NORWOOD HALL
IFSELECTED,MUSTCOMPLETEANAPPLICATION
Company: Eastman Chemical Company
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10113
M!\iors: MECHELECCHE
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore Senior Junior standing.
Sign.up re leased 9122197 Deadline 9129197 8:00am
Work Location: Batesville, Arkansas

Great benefits. Housing available. small city but total population
in the county is 35,000·3 work terms and keep a min 3.25, you will get
a scholarship of$1500· PICK UP EASTMAN CREMICALAPPLICATION BEFORE
. INTERVIEWS start 1st co-op work session January 1998
Company: Edward D. Jones & Co.
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10/24
M!\iors: CMPS MGTS
US Only
Minimum GPA; 2.950 Mustbe JuniorSenior standing.
Sign·up released 1013197 Deadline 101l0l978AM
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998 AND OR JUNE 1998
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Company: Emerson Electric
Dateoflnterview; 10129
M!\iors: MECH
Minimum GPA; 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign.up released 1018197 Deadline 10115197 BAM
Work location. Paragould, Arkansas, Offioe & Manufacturing
Environment· work in final assembly area
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
Company: Fisher Controls
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10107
M!\iors: CRE ELEC EMAN MECH
USIPerm
Minimum GPA; 2.450 Must be SophomoreJunior standing.
Sign.up released 9/16197 DEADLINE 9/23197 8AM
WOIU<LOCATION: MARSHALLTOWN,IOWA
INFORMATION MEETING 10/5197 6:30·7:30 PM
START 1ST CO·OP WOIU< SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Forrester Group Inc.
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10107
M!\iors: CHE CIVL GEE
USIPerm
MinimumGPA: 2.750 Mustbe Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
S ign. up released 9/ 16197 Deadline 9/23197 8AM
Work Location: Springfield, Missouri
Start work JANUARY 1998

ComprulY: GE App lia nce s

Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview . 10/09
Majors: MECH E LEC EMAN
USfPerm
_
l'vlinimum CPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Jwtior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign·up re leased 911 8197 DEADLINE 9125197 8AlVI
WOIU< LOCATION: LOUlSVILLE, KENTUCKY, BLOOMINGTON, IN; AND DECATUR, AL
START 1ST CO·OP WOIU< SESS ION JANUARY 1998ANDIORMAY/JUNE 1998

Company : General Electric Com pany
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10/2 1
Majors: MECH ELEC EMAN
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore~lunior s tanding.
Sign.upreleased 9/ 18197 Deadline 9/25/97 8AM
Work Location: FT. WAYNE, INDIANA; VARIOUS PLANT LOCATIONS
GEMOTORS & INDUSTRlALSYSTEMS ·45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR TRE CO·OP ASSIGNMENTS WOIU< IN THE AREAS OF DESIGN,
ANALYSIS, MANUFACTUjUNG,AND SOURCING OF ELECTRI C MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WOIU< ASSIGNMENTS

Company: Georgetown Steel
Date of Interview: 1012 1
M!\iors: ELECMECHMET

Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN

Minimum GPA; 2.750 Mustbe FreshmanSophomore standing.
Sign·up released 9/30/97 DEADLINE 1017197 8AM
WOJU{ LOCATION: KANSAS CITY, MISSOUIU
START 1ST CO·OP WOIU<SESSION JANUARY 98 AND OR MAY/JUNE 1998

Company: Harmon Industries
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10115
M!\iors: ELEC
Minimum GPA; 2.950 Mustbe Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign·up re leased 9124197 Deadline 10/1197 Bam
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area) or Riverside, Calif
1st co-op work session January 1998 or May/June 1998
Company: Heckethorne Manufacturing

Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 09/24
Majors: EMAN MECH MET
US Only
Minim um GPA; 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. Sophomore standing.
Sign·up released 9/3197 Deadline 9/10197 Bam
Work Location: Dyersburg, Tennessee
START 1ST CO·OP WOIU<SESSIONJANUARY 1998

Company: Huffman Engineering
Sign·upMethod: PRS·OFEN
Date oflnterview: 100lO
M!\iors: ELEC
MinimumGPA; 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign.up released 9119/97 DEADLINE 9/26197 8AM
WOIU<LOCATION: LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
.
START IST CO·OPWOIU<SESSIONJANUARY 1998 '
Company; Hunter Engineering Company
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10102
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS
MinimumGPA; 3.150 Mustbe Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up released 9/11197 DEADLINE 9/18197
Work Location: Bridgeton, MO near St. I.ouisAirport
START ISTCO·OP WOJU{SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: IL. Dept. ofTransportation
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10/28
Majors: CIVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign.up released IOn197 DEADLINE 10/14197 8AM
WOIU< LOCATION: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO·OP WOJU{SESSIONjANUARY 1998ANDORMAY/JUNE 1998
Company: ISP Chemicals
Date ofInterview: 10/17

Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN

Majors: eHE

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mustbe Sophomore Junior standing .
Sign· up released 9/26197 DEADLINE 1013197 8AM
WOIU<LOCATION: CALVERTCITY,KENTUCKY(BYPADUCAH·WESTERNKY)
START ISTCO·OP WOIU< SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: JeffersOn Smurfit
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview :
M!\iors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Mustbe Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign.up released 1011197 DEADLINE 10124197 8AM
Work Location: Alton. Illinois
start 1st oo·op work session JANUARY 1998
must be able to work at least 2 work sessions
NOT INTERVIEWING HEREON CAMPUS· WlLLSELECT FROM PRESCREEN AND '
CONTACT STUDENrS DIRECI'LY.
Company: Johnson Controls
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10/10
M!\iors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA; 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign· up released 9/19/97 Deadline 9126197 Bam
Work Location: St. Louis. Missouri
START ISTCO·OPWOIU<SESSIONJANUARY 1998
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
Company: Landis & Staefa
Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date ofInterview: 09/24
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN CNL
USlPerm
MinimumGPA 2.450 Mustbe FreshmanSophomore standing.
Sign.up released 9/3197 DEADLINE: 9/10197 8AM
WOIU< LOCATION: ST. LOUlS, MISSOUIU
START ISTCO·OPWOIU<SESSIONJANUARY 1998

~:.'~
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Company: Leonards Metals
Sign.up Method: PHS· CLOSED
. Date oflnterview: 09/25
Majors: AERO MECH
Minimum GPA; 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up released 9/4197 DEADLINE 9111197
WORK LOCATION: ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION JANUARY 1998
lNTERVlEW WlLL BE HELD INUCE 212 SUNRlSE ROOM
Company: Lyondell Citgo Refining Company Sign·up Method: PHS·FCFS
Date oflnterview: 09/26
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH MET CHEM
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be standing.
Sign.up released 9/5197 DEADLINE 9/12197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: HOUSTON, TEXAS . PROCESS, CORROSION,INSTRUMENT AND
ELEC, AND MACHINERY ENGINEERING CO·OPS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
. CO·OP POSmONS· NOT SUMMER JOBS JOB DESCRlPI'ION AVAlLABLE 303D
NORWOOD HALL

)/ue

!~ Pilla

ce 01

Company: Magnum Technologies
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10108
Majors: ELEC CHE MECH EMAN
MinimumGPA: 2.000 Mustbe Junior Senior standing.
Sign.up released 9117197 Deadline9/26197 8:00am
Work Location: Fairview Heights, lL; Houston. Tx; Los Angeles, CA
and Las Vegas. Nevada start 1st ro-op work session JANUARY 1998
Hom~page · http://www.magnumtech.CQID

ICO,

u r~ er,

Pilla

Company: Mark Andy Inc.
Date of Interview: 10115
Majors:'MECH
USIPerm

Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
'Sign·up released 9124197 DEADLINE 1011197
WORK LOCATION: CHESTERFlELD AND EARTH CITY, MlSSOURI (ST. LOUlS AREA)
START IST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Sign.up Method: PHS·OPEN
Company: Monsanto Company
Date ofInterview: 10106
Majors: CMPSMGTSELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign·up released 9/15/97 DEADLINE 9/22197 8AM
Work Location: St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL. Muscatine, Iowa
START ISTCO.OPWORKSESSIONJANURY 1998
Company: Monsanto-Carondelet Plant
Sign·up Method: POO-FCFS
Date oflnterview: 09/2{
.j
Majors: CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mustbe Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign.up released 913197 DEADUNE 9/ 10197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUlS, MlSSOURI
POSmONTITLE· PROCESS ENGINEER, PROJECTENGlNEER
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998
Company: Neff Press
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10110
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be standing.
Sign. up released 9/19197 DEADUNE 9/26197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUlS, MlSSOURI
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION January 1998
Company: Olin Corporation
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Date of Interview:
Majors:MECHCHEMETCMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore JUIuor stand ing.
Sign·up released 10/8197 Deadline 10115197 Sam
Work Location: E. Alton. Illinois (close to St. Louis)
1ST WORK CO·OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW· PICK UP SHEETS ON"TlPS FOR VIDEO
INTERVIEWING"
Sign·upMethod: PHS·OPEN
Company: OryxEnergy
Date of Interview: 10/15
Majorn: PETRGEOLMECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign.uprelea";d 9124197 Deadline 1011197 8am
Work Location: Dallas, Texas
Start 1st co,op work session January 98, May/June 19980r August 1998
lNFORMATIONMEETING SCHEDULED 6-7PM OCTOBER 14. 1997
UCE213MlSSOURl ROOM
COinpany: Pepsi·Cola Company
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date oflnterview: 10/24
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA 2.000 Mustbe Senior standing.
Sign.up released 1013197 DEADUNE 10110197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST:LOUlS, MO
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: S porlan Valve
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Dateoflnterview: 10121
MWors: MECij ELEC
MinimumGPA: 2.750 Mustbe Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up ",leased 1011197 Deadline 1018197 Sam
Work Location: Washington. Missouri . Headquarters
Start 1st co-op work session January 1998 finish August 1998
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Company: Sunnen Products
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10101
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
USIPerm
MinimumGPA: 3.450 Mustbe FreshmaaSophomore , standing.
Sign·up released 9/10197 Deadline 9/171978AM
Work Location: St. Louis. Missouri
start 1st co-op work session January 1998ANDIORMAY/JUNE 1998
Information Meeting 7·8 PM 9/30/97· UCE SlLVERIAND GOLD ROOM

Sign.up'Method: Closed
Company: Tennalum DivlKaiser Aluminum
Date of Interview: Canceled· Will re ·schedule later in October
Majors: MET
USIPerm
,
MinimumGPA: 2.700 Must be SophomoreJunior standing.
Sign.up released 912197 DEADLINE 919197
WORK LOCATION: JACKSON, TENNESSEE
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/ORMAY/JUNE 1998

Company: ,Tower Automotive
Sign-up Method: Open
Date oflnterview: 09/24, 091
Majorn:CMPSMECHMET
Minimum. GPA:. 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up released 9112197 DEADUNE 9/19/97 8AM
WORK LOCATION: FARMlNGTONHlLLS, MlCIDGAN
JOBTITLES·ASSISTANTENGlNEER,ANALYTICALASSlSTANT, LABASSlSTANT
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSIONSPRING 1998 SUMMER I998AND/ORSUMMER98
INFORMATION AVAlLABLE CAREERFAlR, SEPT 25
webpage address· www.towerautomotive.oom

Company: U.S. Spaoe & Rocket Center
Sign·up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/28
Majors: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH UFS ENGL ECON PHlL
USIPerm
.
MinimumGPA: 2.450 Mustbe JuniorSenior standing.
Sign·upreleased 10114197 DEADLINE 10121197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVlLLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10127197 6PM UCE2 11 MERAMECROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELORAT US SPACE CAMP
Company: U.S. Space & Rocket Center
Sign·up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/28
Majors: CERClVLELECEMAN GEEMETMlNNUCLPETRCMPS
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign.upreleased 10/14197 DEADLINE 10121197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10I271976PM UCE 2 11 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELORATTHE US SPACE CAMP
Company: Union Electric
Sign.up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/07
Majors: ELEC MECH ClVL EMAN CMPS
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Se nior standing.
Sign.up released 9/23197 Deadline 9/30/978am
Work Location: St. Louis, MO, AND MID MlSSOURI
NOTE · NOTE VERY IMPORTANT (MUST BE COMPLETING OR HAVE COMPLETED
1ST SEMESTER OF JUNlORLEVEL COURSES (IN YOUR MAJOR) MAJOR COURSES
start 1st co·op work session JANUARY 1998

Company: Union Pacific Railroad, Info. Tech. Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10/24
'Majors: ELEC
USlPerm
Minimum GPA 2.450 Must be Freshman Sophomore Juruor standing.
Sign·up released 1012197 DEADLINE 10/ 10197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSIONJANUARY 1998AND/ORMAY/JUNE 1998
INFOR1\1ATION MEETING 10/23/97 7·8:30PM . 20 I Norwood Hall

Sign· up Method: PHS·CLOSED
Company: Union Pacific RR
Dateoflnterview: 10122,10/
Majors: MECH ClVL EMAN ELEC
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Sophomore standing.
Sign.up released 10/1197 Deadline 10/8197 8am
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
INFORMATIONMEETlNG 10121· UCE211 MeramecRioom
6·7 PM
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSJONJANUARY 1998 AND CONTINUE TO AUGUST 1998
AND JUNE I 998 THROUGH DEC 1998 Homepage: www.uprr.oom
Company: Westar Corporation
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10/09
. Majors: ELEC CMPS AERO
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mustbe Junior Senior standing.
Sign.up released 9/18197 DEADLINE 9125/97 8AM
WORKLOCATlON: ST. LOUlS, MlSSOURI
START IST CO·OP WORKSESSION SPRING 1998
POSlTlONREQUlRES SECURITY CLEARANCE· 45 MlNUTElNTERVlEWS
CO·OP JOBTITLESOFTWAREENGlNEER
WEBPAGEADDRESS www.westar.oom

CORRECTIONS, ADDITIONS, ETC,
Company: Amsted Industries
Sign·up Method: PHS·OPEN
Date ofInterview: 10107
Majors: EMAN
MinimuinGPA: 2.450 Mustbe Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up rel";oo 9116197 .Deadline 9123197 8AM
Work location: Sedalla. Missouri
START ISTCO-OPWORKSESSIONJANUARY 1998
AJ>fSTED WlLL HAVE l\N INFORMATION DROP,IN TuesclaY, SEPT 23,
FItOM IIAM.'IPM. ANYONElNTERESTEDINAMS1'EDulI)~
GAN~PBYFORMOREINFORMATION.UCEROOM213 /.1ISsoURIRooM

.
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CHANGESINPRERECRUlTMENTMEETlNGS
Alltel Corporation· Pre-RecruitmentMeeting · Wednesday, October 8, 1997
6:00p.m. ·MECHANlCALENGR 117
.
Black & Veatch· Pre-RecruitmentMeeting · Thursday, October 9, 1997
6:00 p.m . . HUMAN·SOC SIC G5
•

•
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Financial Aid

f{ARLESP.E

~500SCHOLI

QUt\LIFICA1
RURAL MISSOURl, INC.
If you have been employed as
a fannworker in the past two years,
you may be eligible to receive free tuition assistance for your education. If
you have worked as a fann, 'orchard,
gr~nhouse or poultry/egg production
employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and the field representative closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.

CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisting
outstanding college bound students"
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded
1,000 grants to 40 recipients through
its new Junior Golf Scholarship Program. Even though the majority of the
winners play golf, all selections were
made based upon their academic and
extracurricular effort. For more information on this exciting program call 1800-856-0764.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S .
. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Anny pay your way
through Medical, Dent!1 Optometry
School, or a Doctoral level degree in
Clinical/Research Psychology. Scholarship includes: full tuition, required
books, lab fees, required equipment
rental, $865.00 monthly stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN
DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS.
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800829-0924.

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND SCHOLARSHIP

Brunswick Canada·ESB 5G4.
We use international mail services, therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.

KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURl
What is Kids' Chance? It is a
nonprofit corporation developed by.interested insurers, employers, attorneys,
labor, medical and rehabilitation groups.
The purpose of Kids' Chance is to provide financial scholarships to complete
the education of children of workers
who have been seriously injured or
killed in Missouri work related injuries.
Which Children are Eligible for
the Scholarship? Children who have a
parent who was pennanently or catastrophically injured or killed in a Missouri compensable injury or occupational disease, and who are Missouri
residents between the ages of 16 and
25.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 or
by calling 1-800-522-0938.

The scholarships are awarded on the
basis of career goals, financial need and
academic record.

ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

Must be a woman 25 years of age
or older and a citizen of the U.S. and a
resident of Phelps, Dent, Maries or
Pulaski Counties.
Must be officially accepted into
an accredited program or course of study
at a United States Institution.
Must demonstrate need for financial assistance to upgrade skills or complete education for career advancement

Must have a definite plan to use
the desired training to improve chances
for advancement, to train for a new career field, or to enter or re-enter the job
market.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
..
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received by: September 30, 1997
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The AmeriCorps Education
Awards Program offers members the
standard AmeriCorps education stipend
of over $4,700 for one year ofcommunity service, but unlike AmeriCorps
USA, it does not provide a living allowance or other benefits.
For information on this program contact the Student Financial Aid
Office, G-I Parker Hall.
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CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA
TION
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lion.

To receive current information
packets and applications for The Carat
Scholarship, please have interested students send a stamped self addressed envelope to: Carat Scholarship
Foundaiton, Attn: Carol McAuliffeDirector, 5 Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn Woods, IL 60047.

The John Gyles Education
Fund is a private, benevolent endeavor
established seven years ago with the
help of a Canadian!American benefactor. 'Each year financial assistance is
available to students in both Canada and
the United States. Full Canadian or
The schedule for the Carat
American citizen<hip is a requirement. Scholarship Foundation Awards is as
Awards are available to both male and follows:
Academic semester: Spring 1998,
female students for all areas of post. secondary study. A minimum GPA of Applications Postmarked by: Novem2.7 is required. Criteria other than ' ber I, 1997, Awards Distributed by:
strictly academic ability and financial December 15, 1997.
need are considered in the selection proAcademic semester: Fall 1998,
cess. Selected students will receive up Applications PosttTIarked by: April I,
to $3,000.00. Filing dates for mailing
1998, Awards Distributed by: June 15,
application in 1997 are April I st, June 1998.
15th, November 15th. Applications
Academic semester Spring 1999,
must be mailed by these dates.
Applications Postmarked by: NovemTo receive an application ber I, 1998, Awards Distributed by:
please send a stamped " '(US 32 December 15, 1998.
cents), self-addressed, standard letter
Carat Scholarship Foundations
size (No. 10) envelope to the following is funded by the contrubutions of civicaddress: The John Gyles Education minded individuals, businesses and variFund, Attention: R. James Cougle, Ad- ous fund raisers. The Foundation ofministrator, P. O. Box 4808, 712 River- fers $500 -$1 000 scholarships semiansi de Drive , Frederickton , New nually to graduate and undergraduate
students who are United States citizens.

They all have a tasteless, odorless, colorless
substance in them that could set you up for rape:
And your drink could too.
Rape is a sad reality. And it can happen
to anyone . Even you.

•

At social gatherings, don;t accept
<,pen-container drinks from anyone.

When secretly slipped into a beverage,
eve n a glass of lemonade , sedating
substances can leave anyone vulnerable
to sexual assault. You may not be able
to see it, smell it , or taste it. And you
don't have to b e a t a bar or club. It
could happen in any social setting.
The tragic fact is that the reasons for
rape really have nothing to do with
you. It h a ppt;ns only because there a re
p eople who wish to harm.

•

If you experience dizziness , extreme
drowsiness, or other sudden and
unexplained symptoms, call
someone you trust. Go to a hospital
eme rgency room immediately. Try
to retain a sample of the beverage
for testing.

But there are some things that may help
reduce your risk:
•

Always k eep yo ur beverage in Sight.

•

At a bar or club, accept d r inks o nly
fro m the bartender or server.

If yo u think you've been sexually
assaulted, call (800)656-HOPE for a
rape crisis center n ear you , or call the '
police immediately. Don't be afraid to
reach out for help. There are tests to
h elp prove you've been drugged, and a
feder al law tha t c<.:! put the rapist in
prison for 20 years.
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So please, h e lp reduce your risk ...

Watch your drinkl
THIS MESSAGE IS PROVIDED BY HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER.
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CHARLES P. BELL CONSERVAnON
$500 SCHOLARSHIPS
QUALIFICATIONS
Applicant must be a Missouri resident. Applicants enrolled in Missouri
schools will be given preference.
Applicant must be involved In the
management of natural resources, specifically: Fish, Wildlife, Forest, Soil,
Water.
Applicants must already have
earned at least 60 hours of college credits.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker
Hall.
Application deadline must be received by: January 15,1998.

panic background. Awards usually.range
from $500 to $2000.
ELIGIBILITY
You must be of Hispanic parentage and either a U.S. Citizen or a permanent resident of the United States.
You must have completed at least 15
undergraduate college credits in the U.S.
or Puerto Rico with a mimi mum Grade
Point Average (GPA) of2.5.
You must be enrolled in an accredited college for Fall 97 and in attendance
through Spring 1998 as a full-time student; undergraduates must carry at least
12 units, graduate must carry at least 6
units.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
Application period and deadline: August 15 - October I, 1997 (must
be postmarked by October I, 1997).

1997-98 NATIONAL HISPANIC
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The National Hispanic Scholarship Fund was founded in 1975 to
help Hispanic American college students
complete their education. NHSF scholarships are available on a competitive
basis to Community College, Four-Year
College, or Graduate students of His-

ZONTA
INTERNATIONAL
AMEILIA EARHART FELLOWSHIP
A WARDS FOR WOMEN 1998·99
ELIGIBILTY
Have completed a bachelor'S degree in a qualifying area of science or
engineering closely related to advanced
studies in aerospace-related science or

aerospace-related engineering.
Demonstrate a superior academic
record with evidence of potential at a
recognized university or college as verified by tran'scripts, recommendations
and acceptance or verification by any
institution of higher education with accredited courses in aerospace-related
studies.
Provide evidence of a well-defined
research program in aerospace-related
science or aerospace-related engineering as described in the application essay, research and publications. Clearly
demonstrate the relationship of your
research to aerospace and verify your
research program with at least one letter of recommendation .
By the time the fellowship grant
is awarded, have completed one year of
aerospace-related graduate studies at a
well recognized instirution of higher education.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
Applicat:on deadline must be postmarked by November I, 1997.

............................................................................................ ........... .
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Two $1 ,000 (U.S.) awards are
available through the ACI Concrete Research and Education Foundation
(ConREF) for undergraduate
study
in conc ret e
con -

demic year.
The Peter
D
Courtois
Concrete
Construction Schol-

The following criteria must be
met by the applicant:
Must have possession of a bachelor degree from an accredited program
by the summer ofl998.
At the
time of acceptance of the

not

time of
application) the applicant must

memory o f
~liii~~~~j.I!II!'V
have been acP eter D . Co urtois,
~
cepteJ for graduate
whose long-term commitment to
study. This graduate study
practical achievements in construction must be in engineering, architectural, or
focused on the fields offormwork and materials science program at an accredPETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE tilt-up construction.
ited college or university in the USA or
Canada which offers a graduate program
REQUI REM ENTS:
in concrete design, materials, or construction, with the exception of the V.
These awards are open to any Mohli!! Malhotra Fellowship which is
undergraduate student in the United available on.1,y to an applicant majoring
States or Canada. The student shall
in concrete mate~I.~ science research
College sophomores and juniors are invited to apply for the CIA's Student Programs for Summer
have achieved senior status in a four- and the Stewart C. '~ atson Fellowship
year or longer undergraduate program which is available to an applicant with a
1998. The programs are designed to give promising undergraduate and graduate students the
in engineering, construction, or technol- special interest in jOibts and bearings
opportunity to gain practical work experience to complement their academic studies. While earnogy during the year for which the for concrete structureJ.
ing competitive incomes, students will participate in meaningful wo rk assignments commensurate .
awards are presented. The awards will
Must be a full-tilne first or secwith their academic training. Housing assistance is provided. Other work programs for students
be made on the basis of demonstrated ond-year gradaute stu'pent during the
are also available.
interest and abiltiy to work in the field entire fellowship year.
of concrete construction .
Must be proficient in the English
DESIRED MAJORS: Electrical engineering, computer engineering , 'c omputer science, mathematThe student must have a course language (or French as required in Provics, economics, physics, remote sensing , languages, international stu.dies, logistics/supply/proload of 6 or more credit hours each se- ince of Quebec or Spanish in Puerto
curement, business administration, geography, accounting and finance.
mester during the period for which the Rico).
Applications available in the
award is made.
REQUIRED: US citizenship, a minimum 2.75 GPA following freshman year and successful comThe student must be a senior du r- Student Finan.!ial Aid Office, G-I Parker
pletio'n of a medical examination , a polygraph interview and an extensive background investigaing the year for which the award is made Hall.
tion.
(not necessarily at the time of applica_
Application de~ line must be
LOCATION: Washington , DC/ Northern Virginia area.
tio n).
Jreceived no later than : Januarv 15. 1998.
Transcripts, recommendations,
TO APPLY: Complete and return the Interest Form below with your resume no later than October
and an essay must be submitted as out9 , 1997. Prompt response is required to ensure consideration for summer 1998 employment.
lined on the app li cat ion form.
ST. LOUIS CONVENTION &
Applications available in the Student VISTORS COMMISSION
Financial Aid Office,G-1 Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be recei ved
CIA INTEREST FORM
The St. Louis Convention &
by: January 15, 1998.
Vistors Commission (CVC) is offering
two academic scholarships for minorName : ___________________________________ Phone: __________________
ity students who are pursuing hospitalCONCRETE RESEARCH AND ity industry-related degrees at a MisEDUCA TIONAL FOUND A TION souri college or university. Each scholCurrent Address: _______________________________________________
OF ACI INTE.I~NATIONAL
arship is valued up to $2,500 and is paid
on a reimbursement basis.
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now REQUIREMENTS:
. available through the ACI International
Students must be enrolled in a 2 or
Concrete Research and Education Foun- 4-year hospitality industry program at
dation (Con REF) for graduate study in a college or university.
Major: _____._e_______________ GPA: __-'--_____
Sr
Fr
Jr
So .
the field of concrete for th~ 1998-99
Students muSt be actively pursuacademic year. The awards include the ing a hospitality industry-related degree.
Katharine and Bryant Mather FellowUniversity: ___________________________________ Grad Date: ___________
Students must complete the scholship, ACI - W.R. Grace Fellowship, V.
arship application.
Mohan Malhorta Fellowship, Stewart
Students must submit a two page
C. Watson Fellowship, and ACI Fel- essay explaining their career objectives
Personnel Representative
lowships.
andjob experiences.
DEPT. RAUMR0997
Students entering a college or un iREQUIREMENTS :
ersity for the first time must submit
PO Box 741628
These awards are open to any stu- high school transcripts.
Dallas, T X 75374-1628
dent compl eting studies toward the
Students currently enrolled in a
bachelor degree or one who has received college or university must submit trana bachelor degree from a higher educa- scripts from the last two semesters.
We will respond within 45 days if there is further interest. "The CIA is an equal opportunity
tion institu tion which is accredited by
Student must submit the names,
employer.
the responsible regional or national addresses and phone numbers of two
agency.
references. Those awarded the schol-

CENTRAL ' INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Ie.

CONSTRUCTION
SHIPS

;
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arship can also participate in an'internship with the SI. !;ouis CVC.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall. Deadline for applications is: September 30, 1997.

NATIONAL SECURlTY EDUCATION PROGRAM (NSEP)
The National Security Education
Prog ra m was designed. to prov ide
American undergraduates·.with the ~e
sources and encouragement they need
to acq uire ski lls and experience in countri ~s and areas of the word critical to
the future security of our nation. As a
student of another culture and language
y'ou wi ll begin to acquire the international competence you need to communicate effectIvely across borders, understand other perpectives and analyze
increasmgly flUId economic and politl- .
cal realities.

~

13)N. BishoP AVe.

~
Rugby team

:GO pOI;

elds

~
:45 pOI: Chns uan
rainutRmUCW

REQUIREMENTS:

~

As a U.S. undergraduate student,
you are eligible to apply for an NSEP
scholarship if you meet the following
conditions:
U.S. citizenship at the time of application.
Maniculated as a freshmen, sophomore, j un ior, or senior in a U.S. postsecondary institution, including universities, colleges, and community colleges
accred ited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Department ofEdu.cation .
Appl ying to engage in a study
abroad experience that meets home institution standards.
Planning to us~·th!! scholarship for
study abroad : NS!,P undergraduate
scholarships ar~ npt [or study in the
U.S.
'
;.
Your study abroad program ends
before you graduate.
Applications' available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall. Application deadline: January 26,
1998.
THE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
The Rhodes Scholarship is tenable
at the University of Oxford. It may be
,held for a maximum of three years. Since
. the majority of Rhodes Scholars.undertake a like of study which enables them
to take a degree in two years, appointments are made for a minimum of two
years.
The stipend oJ Rhodes Scholarship consists of a direct payment to the
Scholar's College ofaJl tuition fees (such
as maniculation, tuition, laboratory fees,
and certain other sei charges), plus a
maintenence allowance paid directly to
the Scholar in installments during the
two-year term of the' scholarship. .
An applicant must be a citizen of
the United Stat~s. An applicant must
by October I st oJ the year have passed,
the eighteenth and not have passed the
twenty-fourth ·birthday. An applicant
must have acheived academic standing
sufficiently advance to assure completion of a Bachelor's Degree before October 1998.
.
For further information, contact
Dr. Walter J. Gajda. Jr., 204 Paricer Hall.
The campus appli~~tion dead.line is
October3, 1991.

:OOpDl: Chcssciub,

~

:O)pDl: MSM Spelu

.Nut!

;oopDl: Flutist Galen

earlI TheatJt Castlem

~D1: Blue Key, 2

We' re looking for people who think big. Because big ideas yield big
results.

~OpDl: AIChE, G·)

Caterpillar is the world's largest manufacturer of construction and mining
eq\ljprnent, natural gas engines and industrial gas turbines, and a leading
global !,upplier of diesel' engines. Here you'll have the resources, support
and time you need to implement your big ideas, break down paradigms
and achieve exceptional results.

:OOpDl: UMRstudel
lIIIerican Institute
agineers.G·) Schrenl

eo pm: Tau Bela Pi.
mUCE

We are located in Peoria, a mid-size city in easy driving distance of both
Chicago and St. Louis. lt's a very comfortable place to live, among the
nation's top cities in both park land per capita and affordable homes. Even .
~
commuting is easy; Peoria is known as the "half-hour city" because
everything, from your work to the syrriphony to a stroll along the river, is close
by.
,
~f
If you're interested in moving mountains, stop by our booth atIndustry Days,
.
on 9/25 or be sure to sigu the pre-select schedule at the Career Opportunities'office for interviews,cfnlO/16,
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{

10 pm: Insritute of
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www.CAT.com
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Calendar of Events
~II organizational meeting times
Ind places are provided by the Stulent Activity Center, 218 lJew.
'Iease send all changes to the aforenentioned office,
~

.

,

4_

,_

~

_

. d;'~"1d·)"

••

,

'.

.1:30 am: UMR Unity Day luncheon,

Jew
.2:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
.735 N. Bishop Ave.
1:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
ields
i:45 pm: Christian Science Org. ,
Walnut Rm UCW
\:00 pm: Chess club, Cafeteria UCE

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS
3:00 pm: Men' s volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

\:00 pm: Flutist Galen Abdur-Razzaq,
..each Theatre Castleman Hall

1:30pm: Chinese Student Assn., 105,
117, 215,216 ME

6:30 pm: Short Course "Pilot Ground
School", Merarnec Rm UCE

7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Movie
Austin Powers, 104 ME

2:00 pm: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Mark
Twain RmUCE

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers!Assn. of Black Students, 204
McNutt

3:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar
"Progress in fmage Database Systems", 7:30 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
. Rockhurst College, UMR Soccer
209 M-CS
Complex
3:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar
"Specifying and Analyzing Software
Quality Requirements from Multiple
Perspectives",
209
M-CS 8:00 am: SUB Triathlon, Multipurpose Bldg pool
.4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
9:30 am: UMR Cross Country Miner
6:00

pm:

Christian

Invitational, UMR Golf Course

Campus

Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missouri . l1:00am: ZTA Volleyball Toumament,

Rms UCE

7 :00 pm: Men's and women's
volleyball club practice, Multi-purpose
Bldg

11 :30 am: University Orators 'Chapter
of Toastmasters International, Missouri
RmUCE
4:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. seminar
"Science-in Art: Dating Anc.ient Rock
Paintings", G-3 Schrenk

Sigma Pi, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
.:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
o1:cNutt

Show Me Anime, 204

7:00 pm:
McNutt,

1:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner Soccer
vs. Rockhurst College, UMR Soccer
Complex

6:00 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, 204
McNutt

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE
6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,
227 Fulton Hall

i:30 pm: AIChE, G-3 ChE
':00 pm: UMR student chapter of the
\merican Institute of Chemical
i:ngineers, G-3 Schrenk
:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, Silver & Gold
UCE

8:00 pm: Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Missouri Rm UCE

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE
8:00pm: Solar Car Team, 103 Eman

J11

:00 pm: Institute of Electrical and
:Ieetronics Engineers, 0.31 EE
:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
12 McNutt

:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
ractice, Multi-purpose Bldg

10:00 am: SUB Homecoming Queen
and King Interviews, Centennial Hall
UCE

3:00 pm: Trap & Skeet Club, 107
Beuhler

1:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner Soccer
vs. Baker University, UMR Soccer
Complex

7:00 pm: Student Council Intercultural
Relations Dance, Centennial Hall UCE

Mandarin
Oarden
Authentic .chinese'Restaurant

I

Want a better memory?
Better Recall?
Want to Stop' Srfloking?
Lose Weight?
Want a better focus for
writing papers?
Want to get rid of a Phobia?
Hypnotherapy.can help
quickly and
$$ CHEAPLY $$
Certified Hypnotherapist,
Ph.D.
Call 341-9804
for information.

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
4:30 pm: Student Mi~~ori State
Teachers Assn., G-8 H-SS

----Classifieds----

Car Stereo Installation _ Rates
starting at $25 + parts. PI~ase call
368-3530 or e-mail jls@umr.edu.
MECP
CERTIFIED . 5 .years
experience_

Off-Campus Student Housing ~ The
Brechmacher House - Christiah female
house, utilities paid, cable TV, up to
seven residents. 609 W. 9 St Less
than dorm. 364-4431 for information.

Part-Time Position distributing
advertising materials. No selling
involved. All materials provided at no
charge .
1-800- YOUR-JOB.
www.acmnetcomlposteringlyowjob.htm

If ~ it

X'l ufeng
212 South Bishop
. Rolla, M0M401
(500 Ft. North of Wol-Mort)

3:30 pm:
Christian Campus
Fellowship, 106 Eman

continued on page 28

Photographers needed to.take party
pies at local college events. Part time.
Weekend evenings. Must have 35mm
camera-transportation. $7-$1 Olhr.
1-800-875-8084

7:00 pm: SI. Pats, 107C ME Annex

College Toun Sprin& Break '98
SS Book Mazatlan Now and Save SS .
from $389 (51. Louis Dqnrt.)
Air. HOld. Tnnsfm. Parties

1-300-395-4896

Spring Break '98
Free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399. Organize a small group and
travel FREE! .Highest commissions
and lowest 'prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to ·become a campus
representative (800)574-7577

Cat For Sale: Charming, gentle
female. Pretty calico and white colour.
Costs: Half the price of shots and
neutering. Call364-7051.

Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner at
I 03B Norwood Hall, or via e-mail at

miner@umr_edu .

M ARY T /,WOWNER

Beauty &
Bronze

Zpeng

(573) 364-9610 FAX (573) 341-2891

Hours
Sun - Thun; I I am - 9 pm • Frl - Sot II am - 9:30 pm

FuLl. SERVICE TANNING & BEAUTY SALON

Lunch Buffet (11 om - 4 pm)
Dinner Buffet Mon-Thurs 4 pm - 9 pm • Frl - Sot 4 pm - 9:30 pm
Sun Buffet - II am - 9 pm)

MO.'.-"R\. 9-9 • SAT. 9-5 • SUN. 1·5

Biggest Chinese BuNet in Rolla. tJJ Items Alternating Dally
Over 30 Lunch Speclols Starting at 52.99 • Eggroll or Drink FREE w~h
Corry Out. Dinner Buffet Includes Seafood •
Dinner CombinatiOns Come With Eggroll . Soup. Fried or Steomed
Rice and Drink. Open 7 Days a Week. Dine In or Carry Out
Free Drink Refills with Dine In

10% Discount to 5<>nlors and UMR S~t. and Faculty

E

•

6:00 pm: UMR l\ldependents officers
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW

i:30pm: Blue Key, 216 ME
7:00 pm: Flamingo guitarist Laura
Fuentes, Cafeteria UCE

8:0G pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE

205 W 9th Roila

MormtL Y RA 10S
i~J ';"i,\"':f) UP R()O

m

1r } ~ ,?. ·.I,. ~ H ~s t)~~/S1YI . 1 ST

AVAILABLE
BEHTANY PLASSIJSTY LI ST - NAIL TECH

Students get 10% discount with student ID

::

!

.j
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4:00 pm : Rugby team practice, Rugb y
fields

6:30 pm : Student Council, 204 McNutt

5:45 pm: C hristian Science Org ..
Sunrise Rm UC W

7:00 pm : Tau Beta Pi , G-3 ChE

6:00 pm: Chess club, Gallery UCE

7 :00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers C lub, 204
Mc N utt

7: 00 p m : Film Festi val Citizen Ruth,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hall
8: 00 pm: Amateur Radio Club Meering,
110 Buehler Bldg.

.

More imp'ressive than what
our research programs spend

5:00 pm: IFC, 216 Mc Nutt

~

Amencan Heart AA
Association..V'

"" .....

FI(}hMfJ~ DIisMN

6 : 20 pm:
As so ci a ted G e n e ra l
Contractors, 21 7 C E
6:20 pm: Ameri can Concrete Institute,
11 8CE

8: 00 pm: Alpha Chi S igma, 125 ChE
9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 206
Schrenk Hall
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208 Harris
Hall

7:00 pm: American Society of Civi l
Engineers, 117 C E
©1996, American Heart Association

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
2 12 McN utt

~ Little Caesars·

8: 00 p m : A lph a Chi S igma, G-3
Schrenk

All Day: SI. Pats committee Green
sales begin, The Puck
To

9: 00 p m : Women's vo lleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

be an organ and tissue donor, even if you've

signed ~m"thing, you must teUyour family ItiJIV
so the;~cany out your decision later. For a
free broch';e on how to' talk to your family, call

1-800-355-SHARE.

"The Unlimited"

Organ &TlSsue

MEDIUM PIZZAUP TO 13 TOPPINGSI

, •••• ~ •.••••• ~ I
Share your life. Share your decision.
Coalition on Donation

(Toppings to choose from: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers,
Onions, Ham, Bacon, Beef, Italian Style Sausage, Black Olives, Pineapple,
Tomatoes, Banana Pepper Rings, Anchovies)

1997 Phelps County CROP WALK

research
from the

Rolla

This is the 11th walk for the hungry, The walk will
leave the UMR Hockey Puck at 2:00 PM on Sunday, September 28th. Registration begins at 1:00
PM.

1013 Kings Highway

368-3250
14·PF - . , . . - .,t"lflB'3-i i4·J:F - . , . . I @ Little Caesars-. @ Little Caesars-I @ Little Caesars-I
I "THEORIGINAL" I FAMILY CHO ICE!! I BIG' BIG'.
i

In the past ten years the Phelps County WALK has
reaised over $61 ,000 for world hunger projects and
has returned over $15,600 to the local community to
be used throught the LOVE organization . The 1997
WALK wi ll conclude at the Roll a Middle School on
Soest Road. At the end of the walk there will be
displays, entertainment, and refreshments.
Sponsor forms may be secured from the Wesley
House at 403 West 8th. 364-106 1 or First United
Methodist Church at 803 North Main. 364-3980.

fiightcO

Delivery Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 4 pm to close
Sat. & Sun. 11 am to close

2

I
Medium (12") Pizzas
I with cheese and Hopping
11'\\')''3
I ~R EE 4 pc. Crazy Bread
I
-99 CARRYOlIf
PLUSTAX ('tJ22 QELlVERED)

I

(La rge are 'tJ'carryoul,'t3" delivered)

•

I
I

I

$9

•

I
I

1

"Unlimited" Pizza
for the parents

1 Pizza w ith cheese

()1W7Lu. t.. C~rEnt .. rpn,.n, lnc

I

·

·•
• ~ig Pizza, Gian t Slices I
I
and Gian t Pepperoni!! I

.

- Big! Big! Large (18" )
99 Carryou t

$9

& H opping for the kids

I
•

I

$1198 or $1398
Plus
Tax -

M ediums (12")

•

PiUS
Tax

.

Larges (1 4")

Carryout . Add '2m per order for delivery

_------ --------

lop""",, 'J/)I/'17 V.. hd"nly.1l

..- •

"'lh 'f.i:I ! ' 3.l i I4.J}~-

"f/.Bij.i:i!13-1I

['plrn. 'II/JII/'17 V.. hd"nIY"l

J --

01W7Lutl"Cw~rEnl .. 'l"~, l nc

Pl us Tax

' Big! Big! Medium (16")

$

I
1.t.PHn

...

~99 Carryout
Plus Tax

'1/JI,I/V1. VAlid "nl)' "I

•

I•
i

I

-J
-------OIW7lJU""C.....,..rEn~rprt)n. l nc .
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